
• Minutes
Joint Conference Committee

December 12, 1978

Present: Mr. Al Hanser, Chairman
Dr. Ellis Benson
Dr. Richard Kronenberg
Ms. Mary Lebedoff
Dr. Russell Lucas
Ms. Sally Pillsbury
Dean Lawrence Weaver
Dr. Paul Winchell

"

Absent:

Staff:

Guest:

Ms. Dionisa Coates
Dr. John Delaney
Dr. Eugene Gedgaudas
Dr. John Najarian
Mr. John Westerman

Mr. John Diehl
Ms. Johnelle Foley
Mr. Donald Van Hulzen

Dr. David Hurd

The Joint Conference Committee

to order by Chairman Hanser at

Campus Club.

of the Board of Governo~s was called

5:45 p.m., in the East fing of the
!

I. Approval of October 17th and November 14th Minutes

The minutes of the previous two m~etings of the Joint Conference

Committee were accepted as received.
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from smoke inhalation. He stated that this was done to test the

emergency preparedness plan's ability to be responsive to'a specific

problem. He added that such a situation would require that only

certain areas of the Hospitals be activated. He further noted that

such a drill is less costly in that it is not necessary to call in as

many personnel.

Dr. Hurd reported that the drill went well with only minor problems

occurring. He did note that although it was not necessary to call

in Operating Room personnel this was mistakenly done. Ms. Pillsbury

asked if it would not be possible to send the critiques of disaster

drills to the Joint Conference Committee in advance of their meetings.

It was noted that an effort will be made to do so. Dr. Hurd then

commented that a communications drill will be held before January 1,

1979, to complete the JCAH requirements for such testing. He

explained that the Joint Commission requires that hospitals hold two

full drills and two communications drills each year and further requires

that these drills be rotated through the various working shifts.

There being no further discussion, the Disaster Drill Critique was

accepted by the Committee and the Committee thanked Dr,. Hurd for

his presentation.

III. Credentials Committee Report

Dr. Paul Winchell referred the members to the Credentials Committee

Report. He reviewed the backgrounds of the five' physicians seeking

clinical and attending privileges and provisional appointments on

University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics' Medical Staff. ,.

Dr. Winchell noted that the Medical Staff/Hospital Council had that ~

morning approved the requests of these applicants. He then moved

for the Joint Conference Committee's approval of the report.
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Dr. Kronenberg seconded the motion.

,

!

It was voted upon ~nd passed.

~ I

Dr. Winchell next reminded the Committee of a previous discussion

pertaining to the fact that applications for appointment to the Medical
. i

Staff do request the names of three references but that Iletters
i

of reference are not sought from these individuals. H~ lexPlained

that the Credentials Committee, with Dr. James House as its Chairman,

feels that such letters are not necessary as reference letters for

each physician are on file with the Medical School. Dr.1 Winchell

pointed out that his concern is that those letters on f1le are obtained

for a different purpose and thus, are not applicable to Ithe Hospitals'
I

needs. He noted that the Medical Staff/Hospital councii voted that

morning to require that the Hospitals' Credentials comm4ttee obtain

and review letters of reference. He asked that the JoiJt Conference

Committee act similarly. Dean Weaver moved that the Cr dentials

Committee obtain and review letters of reference for al individuals

seeking new appointments in the future to the Medical Staff of Uni ersity Hospitals

and Clinics. Dr. Kronenberg seconded the motion.

passed.

It was voted up n and

I

III. Medical Staff/Hospital Council Report I

Dr. Paul Winchell reported that the Council did hear a 1edical Audit

that morning on Total Hip Replacement. He eXPlaine~ th1t th~ aU~it

would not be presented at this meeting because of m~s-c~mmun~cat~onwith
!

the presentor. Dr. Winchell added that the Joint Commi~sion on the

Accreditation of Hospitals does require Board approval 1f twelve

audits per year. He noted that this requirement has bein fulfilled

by University Hospitals. '

~



Dr. Winchell stated that this concluded his Medical Staff/Hospital

Council report as other Council items were already covered at this

meeting. He did ask Ms. Foley to comment on another m~eting which

took place that day.

Ms. Foley reported that the Operations Group meeting that morning

devoted its session to a "kick-off" of the Hospitals Loss Prevention

Program. She stated that representatives from Alexander and Alexander

reviewed with the group the University's insurance.program, its

captive company, RUMINCO, and the various layers of liability

coverage available. She noted that representatives of St. Paul Risk

Services Inc., who have been contracted with to provide loss prevention

services to the Health Sciences areas of the University as a part of

the University's insurance package, discussed their philosophy and

approach to loss prevention and risk management. Ms. Foley noted that

these individuals will be conducting an initial needs assessment survey

and inspection of University Hospitals. She commented that the survey

will be similar to a JCAH site visit, however, its purpose is to

determine the degree of University Hospital~t exposure to liability.

The Committee members then briefly discussed physician liability

insurance coverage at University Hospitals.

v. Other

Ms. Pillsbury inquired if other:> had seen "Sixty Minutes" the previous

Sunday in which a report was presented on chemical dependency as a

common problem for physicians. She asked to what extent that problem

is identified at University Hospitals and if action is taken when such

situations are made known. Dr. Winchell commented that there have

been occurrances of this problem and appropriate steps
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have been taken.

There being no further business, the Joint Conference Committee

meeting was adjourned at 7:00 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

9i!::.~~~~
Secretary
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Scenario:-

ORANGE ALERT OISASTER CRITIQUE
OCTOBER 26. 1978

..

2) E.R.

Problem: More than adequate staff arrived to care for the disaster generated patients,
tending to intensify the confusion. The University Civil Defense Department
brought in observers who also contributed to the confusion.

Recommendation: All unnecessary staff should be sent home by the E.R. as soon as it
is determined that they will not be require~. All non-essential
personnel (observers) should be asked to leave the area.

Problem: The information provided to the Communications Center by the S.R. was in~
complete and sketchy.

"Recommendation: Give concise, detailed information on numbers and types of casuatties.

·3) First Aid

PrOblem: Insufficient medical staff to care for the number Of patients involved

Recommendation: More appropriate triaqe procedure, better co~nunications with
~ur$ing Personnel Pool.

4) Emergency Management Center

A fraternity house at 1925 University Ave. S.E. was being used to house out of town visi
tors who \olere present to help plan homecoming festivities. At approximately 11 :00 p.m.,
one of the gues ts awoke and found the room full of smoke. H:! attempted to' awaken other
occupants of the house, but was unsure of how many were present~ He felt. sick, dizzy,
nauseous, and left the building with other occupants. Once outside, the victim was direct
ed to the University Hospital E.R. by passers by, while the fire and police departments
were contacted. The first ten victims arrived at the E.R. unannounced 'and the Orange Alert
was initiated. Shortly after, the campus police called on the radio to notify the E.R.
of an additional seven unconscious victims that were rescued from the fraternity house and
were being transported by ambulance. The design was such that sections of the Disaster
Plan could be tested and notification to various areas of the Hospital could be made to
limit the number of Hospital personnel necessary (i.e. as soon as it was known that the
O.R. was not necessary, the O.R. was notified not to call additional personnel); the
Orange Alert signal was sounded at 11:14 p.m.

The following represent problems and comments specific to individual Activity Centers:

l} Triage ,
Problem: Patients for whom I.V. catheters were necessary were sent to the first aid

"station.

Recommendation: Send these patients to the E.R., OR Holding, or appropriate
admitting station.

PrOblem: General confusion regarding source of direction of the E.M.C. Staff.
No COlllmun ica ti on wi th Un ivcrs ity Po 1ice.

f

1



'Disaj.!!!:,. Cri ti~t~
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Specific Departments,

"I. Administration - The Administrator-on-call ~as on the pr~'mises; but was'
. not paged by the switchboard. He responded as did anoth r Administrator

who was inappropriately paged. There was confusion as t who the Admin-
istrative Representati ve was. I

i
i

b. Protection Services - The Director was not paged by the ~witchboard.
Security r~onitors were slow and inattentive. The elevat~rs in Ramp
B were inoperative. . . ,

c. Nursing Services - Status reports giving the census from various Nursing
, Stations and extra personnel were slow in arriving.

Reconmendation: The source of direction of the E.M.S. is provided fqr in the new
manual. The manual includes instructions for the 0jerators regard
ing paging of the E.M.S. Protection Services shoul be responsible
for 2-way communications with the University Poli~e, The Ramp B
elevators have been brought to the attention of Par~ing Services.
the Nursing Stations should as quickly as possib4e ilnform the E.M.C.
of census status and provide needed personnel. i

Reconmenation:

5) O.R.

Problem:

I·

I

Complaints were received that when C.R. personnel arrived, Ithey were not
needed.

I
• I

The E.M.C. will make every effort to quickly deacti~ate any Activity
Center that will not be required; however, it is to be expected that
occasionally personnel will be already enroute and ill not learn
until arrival that they are not needed. 1

6) Family and Press Reception
1

'I

7) X':Ray

Problem:

I

Problem: Confusion still exists as to where these centers are locate~, and how they
communicate with the E.M.C. I

!
I

Recommendation: The staff must be made aware of the Mayo Auditorium Ilocation; the
telephone for these centers should be made availablel by the CID clerk.,

I

Problem: Types of casualties required uti1ization of X-Ray facilities. Due to occa
sional confusion as to how to dispatch patients, patients were required to
wait in X-Ray an extended length of time. I

Recommendation: Mor.e eff~cient communication between X-Ray and E.R.I

8) Receiving Station i

Confusion existed amonq staff of the r'!£!dical Intensive ca~enit \·thich had
been desiq!'Jll~UJ:lllir rcceivinq stJt{oii:-AS'":lrcsurt:"" t~,tO pJt(cnts -rrQlii
the disaster were turned away only to be returned 'to MICU by £.R. later .

• ' . I

•

,
I
r

f.
t

•I

I·
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Disaster Critique
October 26, 1978
Page 3 ..i

Recommendation: Improved communication between E.M.C., E.R. and receiving ~tations.

It was noted that the second floor of Mayo near the main elevators becomes heavily congested
with patients, staff, and supplies. The recommendation is made that all non-essential per
sonnel avoid this area using alternate routes to their distination, and that persons in the
area move through it expeditiously, but carefully, utilizing traffic mirrors and a "keep
to the right" traffic flow pattern.

,

•

,
I
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Lm UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

University Hospitals and Clini.Cs
420 Delaware Street S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

December 7, 1978

TO: Medical Staff - Hospital Council
Joint Conference Committee

FR(I{: James H. House, M.D., Chairman
Credentials Committee

SUBJECT: Report and Recommendations for Appointment to the Medical Staff

The Credentials Committee after examining all pe~tinent informatii!n provided
to them concerning the applicant's professional competence and qu lifications,
hereby recommend the following applicants requests for clinical p ivileges and
Provisional Appointment to the University of Minnesota Hospitals edical Staff.

JHH/lk

ANESTHESIOLOGY

Thomas A. Polta

INTERNAL MEDICINE

Walter Dorman
John I. Levitt

PEDIATRICS

Lloyd A. Fish
Ricardo F•.Sotomora

CATEGORY

Attending

Clinical
Clinical

Clinical
Attending

HEALTH SCIENCES
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA! University Hospitals and Clinics
TWIN cITIes 420 Delaware Street S.E.

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

October 17. 1978

TO:

FROM:

Dr. Paul Winchell. Chief ~ff

Dr. James House. ChairmanC§~~
Credentials Committee. Med~t:;~-HosPital Council

"

RE: Filing of Reference Letters for Medical Staff Appointment

Thank you for informing me of the Joint Conference Committee's interests in
this matter. The Credentials Committee has again addressed this concern. It
is our recommendation that current 'practices continue i.e. that no useful
purpose will be served by filing copies of letters already on file with each
academic department in the Medical School and College of Dentistry.

As you are aware. a faculty appointment is a prerequisite to application for
a hospital staff appointment. Faculty recruitment is a very thorough and de
liberate process which covers all facets of the person under consideration.
Thus. reference letters related to qualifications to practice medicine at this
hospital are in reality a minor test of qualification i.e. it is a minimum
qualification with abilities in education and research plus personality traits
and excellence as a clinician the more vigorous tests of qualification. Thus
we see no real purpose in relying upon letters of reference in hospital files
when more vigorous'standards have been applied by the academic departments.

I would be pleased to discuss this further if you believe it would be helpful.

JH:jlj

HEALTH SCIENCES



MEDICAL AUnITS PRESENTED TO 11m JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
January 17 - November 14, 1978

January 17, 1978

(1) Complicated Acute Myocardial Infarctions(areawide audit)

Nursing Audit of Kidney Transplants (nursing audits)

February 14, 1978

(2) Jejunoileal Bypass Work-Up and Procedure

(3) "Jejunoileal Bypass Out-Patient Follow-up

~larch 14, 1978

(4) Birth Asphyxia

April 18, 1978

(5) Cerebrovascular Accidents (areawide audit)

~'ay 16, 1978

(6) Anesthesiology Medical Audit

June 20, 1978

(7) Coronary Artery Bypass Procedure Medical Audit

(8) Pediatric Seizure Disorders Medical Audit

Decubitus Ulcers (nursing audit)

Neuroblastoma in Children (nursing audit)

August 29, 1978

(9) Adenocarcinoma of the"Colon and Rectum (areawide audit)

September 19, 1978

(10) Lumbar Laminectomy Procedure

October 17, 1978

Area-wide medical audit on Prostate Gland SurgerY
(Foundation for Health eare Evaluation summary)

November 14, 1978

(11) Acute Non-Lymphocytic Leukemia - Inductions

(12) Acute Non-Lymphocytic Leukemia - Reinductions

....- " 'I
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Minutes
Joint Cen£erence Committee

November 14, 1978

Present: Dr. Paul Winche", Acting Chairman
Dr. Ellis Benson
Ms. Mary lebedoff
Dr. Russell lucas
Dr. Robert Goltz
Ms. Sally Pillsbury
Dean lawrence Weaver

Absent: Mr. Albert Hanser
Dr. John Delaney
Dr. Eugene Gedgaudas
Dr. Richard Kronenberg
Dr. John Najarian
Mr. John Westerman

Mr. John Diehl
Ms. lois Kelly
Mr. Donald Van Hu1zen
Ms. Johne11e Foley

Guests: Dr. David Hurd
Dr. Mark Nesbit
Kim Werner I

The Joint Conference Committee meeting was called to order at 5:2~ P.M y · by
Dr. Paul Winche", Acting Chairman, in the East Wing of the campu~ Club~

I. Quality Assurance Committee Report
Dr. Mark Nesbit, Professor of Pediatrics, reviewed the object ves, criteria
and results of th~ Acute Non~l~phocytic leukemia Auditl(indu tions and
reinductions) of Adult and Pediatric 'patients'dischar'ged betw·i!n Ja'nuary 1977
and December 1977. He focused primarily on inductions statin the
findings were similar to' those,~f reinductions. The audit
assessment included transfusion activity, use of antibiotics nd utilization
of laboratory services..Th~ cr~~er~, ~u~tif~ation for this udit was a bone
marrow examination. One patient included in this audit had bone marro~

transplant.

When asked who selected this audit)Dr. Nesbit responded the Qa1ity Assurance
Committee had made the selection and to the best of his know edge an audit
of t~4s type had not been performed previously. The data der ved from this
audit was felt to be of significant value. It was pointed ou that there would
be interest in looking at more documentation of outcomes a10n with process

review and perhaps the same cases could be included in a future reaudit.
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III.
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A reaudit was planned in the future and this request had also been made
by the Medi ca1 Staff - Hospi ta1 Council-.

The audit findings were discussed at length and no major deficiencies were
noted. \

Amotion was made, seconded, and passed to approve the Acute Non-Lymphocytic

Leukemia Audits.

II. Orange Alert Disaster Critique
Dr. David Hurd reviewed the Orange Alert Disaster Critique of June 21, 1978.
He explained the drill had gone smooth1y,.·- There had been several observers
from the Twin City Civil Defense League who felt the drill had proceeded
extremely well. This Critique had been distributed at a meeting of the
Council for ~omment, review and telephone approval. Although there
had been adequate response for approval, it was felt it should be presented
to the Council as a who1e.which·delayed presentation to the Joint Conference
Committee. Parking restrictions during the drills were discussed. Parking
in the Mayo Garage is not allowed because.the Garage is the ambulance
entrance to the Hospitals. The second floor of Mayo Garage is used to
triage patients. Arrangements have been made for parking in Ramps B &C.

A suggestion was made to distribute the Critiques to the memebrs of the
Committee prior to the meetings to allow ample time for .revie~.

Following discussion, a motion was made, seconded, and passed to approve the Orange
Alert Disaster Critique of June 21, 1978
Clinical Chiefs Report
Dr. Robert Goltz reported on the Medical School Admission Committee activity.
This Committee had received 1600 applications for admission to the Medical
School this Fall. 239 students from Minnesota were selected to begin this Fall
plus 18 out of State students. Mr. Califano recently stated there there
were too ..many medical students. There may be a cut in funds to
Medical Schools. For some years there was an emphasis on training
primary care physicians rather than specialists. Now it appears there may
be an excess'of students in this area of training and a redirection of training
toward the specialities may emerge. He felt that this Medical School had no
difficulties conforming to the Bakke decision.
Medical Staff - Hospital Council Report ~

Dr. Winchell advised the Committee of the holiday station closing schedule
beginning December 21, 1978 at 3:00 P.M. to January 2, 1979 at 7:00 A.M.

'. " ,.. ~
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Because the census during the holidays is low it was not necessary to keep
all stations and beds open. The holiday station closing res~llts in substantial
savings to the Hospitals in salaries of staff who prefer to ~ke vacation

time off during this time of the year. "t:
The Medical Staff - Hospital Council approved the Decubitus U cer Protocol
developed by the Nursing Decubitus Ulcer Protocol Task Force. The protocol
was a result of a nursing audit perfonmed in the Spring of this year.

I

The Council also approved a policy developed by the Pharmacy Therapeutics
Committee requiring that only authorized individuals write p escriptions.
Only physicians with an MD degree or dentists with a DDS deg ee,including
interns and residents, having a signature card on file in the Pharmacy may
sign or countersign prescriptions. A signature card system i used in
Pharmacy to provide a cross check. Nopre;criptions are hono~ed if they
do not comply with these guidelines. I

I

I

A recommendation for the appointment of Dr. Mark Nesbit as di ector of
the Home Health Department was approved by the Medical Staff. ospital Council.

The Nutrition Department Diet Manual revisions were review an approved
Iby the Counci 1• I

• I

A letter from the Foundation for Health Care Evaluation w~s d'scussed, stating that
the r1innesota t~edical Association had"been approached to take responsibiHty
for implemention of the designation of a common physician ide tifer number for

"physicians in the Metropolitan area. The data obtained would be used to provide
information regarding the level of practice of physicians and hospitals
in the area. ,Dr. Winchell explained that each hospital assig s a number
to its physicians. The intent is to assign a single number I

to a physician which would be used at all hospitals. It was ~oted this step
to '~involve a third party, was' taken by the Foundation to deal ith the
confid~ntial ity' issue. This hospital had sent a letter to th Foundation
earlier expressing concern for the confidentiality of informa ion and
requesting their policies on confidentiality. No further c unications have
been received from the Foundation.

The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals has issued a new standard
which may require C. ·P. R. training of our Medical Staff. C••R. training
is part of the training program of all of our 'House Staff pre ently. A request
for an interpretation has been made without a response to dat •
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There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 6:45 P,M.

R~ectfu11Y submitted,

~~~~
lois Kelly
Secretary

The next meeting of the Joint Conference Committee will be held on December
12, 1978 at 5:00 P.M., in the East Wing of the Campus Club.

"
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~ ~~n:UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA \ University Hospitals and Clinics
~';.J :;i j : TWIN CITIES . 420 Delaware Street S.E.

~ : Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

ORANGE ALERT DISASTER CRITIQUE

June 21, 1978

INCIDENT: The Orange Alert Disaster Drill simulated an explo ion and fire
in Kolthoff Hall. The drill involved the coordination of the University
Hospitals, the University Police, and the Minneapolis-St. Pau Civil Defense.
The incident occurred at 9:07 p.m. and the police and Hospita s were notified
at 9:15 p.m. After notification of the night supervisor and he adminis
trator on call, the decision was made to initiate the Hospita 's Orange
Alert Plan. By 9:43 p.m., the Emergency Management Center va established
by the Hospitals Protection Officers on duty with the help of the Security
Monitors. The external doors were secured by the Environment 1 Services
Personnel and checked by the Protection Officers. The police officer
on duty in the Hospitals reported to the Emergency Management Center to
advise and assist in details of traffic control and flow. By 9:45 p.m.
the Management Center was staffed by David D. Hurd, M.D., and Ms. Ella
Coffing, R.N., Head Resource Nurse. At 9:50 p.m., Mr. Michae McKee
administrative member of the Disaster Committee, arrived to d rect the
operations of the Management Center. .. I

The following items are problems identified, and proposed corrective actions.

1. Emergency Management Center

between the
ation is

riate bed

Recommendation: Coordinate the flow of informatio
ER Staff, Bed Control, and the EMC so that all info
known prior to patient leaving the ER and the appro
allocation can be made.

a. There was a lag in information flow to the EHC rega
type of injuries of each patient, the status of eac
and the ultimate destination of each patient. This led to inappro
priate handling of some of the victims by being adm·tted to sta
tions where there were no beds available.

b. Some of the participants felt that a full Orange AI rt Drill
was not necessary for a small number of victims (2). However,
it was pointed out that the use of 'victims' is just a means of
'~esting the Hospitals' response capability and the actual abso
lute number for anyone drill is immaterial. In a eal situation,
there would be better coordination between numbers of victims and
needed personnel participation.

HEALTH SCIENCES
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Orange Alert Disaster Critique -2- June 21, 1978

Comment: In the event of a disaster situation, either internally or
externally generated, key individuals (Emergency Management Staff,
Emergency Room Staff Physicians) would be responsible for evaluating
the situation and either initiating all, or parts, of the Disaster
Plan. .

II. Protection Services

a. There was marked improvement in this Drill over previous drills
with the securing of entrances to the Hospitals. However, some of
the staff felt that the present method of allowing entrance to the
Hospitals only at the third floor north entrance was inappropriate
and that as long as they had a valid I.D., they should be allowed
in any door that is manned.

Recommendations: Though it was pointed out that the North Entrance
was so designated because of its accessability from all parking ramps,
it might be valid to allow other entrance such as Admissions or Powell
Hall. Therefore, small cards specifically detailing the duties of
the Environmental Services personnel manning the Entrances will be
issued with printed guidelines for use of those Entrances to Hospital
Staff with valid identification.

III. ER and Triage

a. Concern was expressed over the errors in triage made by triage
officers. Some staff members felt that this could be improved by
having the most senior physicians doing the triage.

Comment: The Triage team presently is the Mr. Blue Team for the Hospital
and represents the most constant source of readily available physicians
for Triage function. The concept of triage should be reviewed on a regular
basis as ea~h new physician rotates onto the Mr. Blue Team. .'

IV.. First Aid Center

a. Due to inappropriate triage, the First Aid Center found itself
with victims that they were ill equipped to handle.

Recommendation: In the future, if this is a problem, these patients
should be returned to the E.R. for care or, if reasonable, coordination
with the £Me to get needed supplies to treat the patient effectively
in the First Aid Center.

V. Communications Center

a. The Disaster Telephone System was inadequately distinguished and
the numbers for the various centers were not appropriately displayed.
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Orange Alert Disaster Critique -3- June 1978

the p~ones and
use, lnd listings

Ib. Home telephone phone numbers were inaccurate.

Recommendations: Designate a person in the co~unicat10n1· Center
to work with personnel from each department to maintain a curate
home phone lists.

JNursing Services

Recommendations: If available, change the color of
place appropriate signs designating their location,
of the various treatment centers.

VI.

a. Too many casualties arrived at Station 44.

Recommendation: See number 1.

b. Elevators presented transportation difficulties.

Recommendations: Work with Material Services and Enviro ental
Services for the manning of the elevators to handle the p tient flow.

VII. OR and OR Holding

a. Coordination needs to be increased with the Operating Rooms for
the preparation of suites for casualties.

Recommendation: See number 1.

b. Problems existed with the coordination of nursing ser ices roles
and leadership in the OR Holding areas.

Recommendation: The charge Nurse for the OR Holding Area is the
nurse assigned from Station 44.

VIII. Medical Staff Concerns

a. Some staff expressed the desire for priority access t parking
near the University Hospitals preferably in the Mayo Garage.

Comment: Since the arrival of ambulances is the ~wyo Ga
the triage of patients takes place on the second floor 0

Garage, it was not felt feasible to allow the flow of st
the Mayo Garage. However, arrangements for parking in
place.

age, and since
the Mayo

ff cars into
mp B, are in

u. X- Ray

a. No orthopedic surgeons were available.

Comment: All of the orthopedic house officers in the Ho pital were ~

in surgery at the time of the Orange Alert. The Departm ntal Plan
will be reviewed to determine the feasibility of modific tion to
provide alternative coverage if this should arise again.
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Orange Alert Disaster Critique

X. Pharmacy

-4- June 21. 1978

8. The Pharmacy Department experienced difficulty in receiving
notification of the termination of the Orange Alert Drill.

Recommendation: The Communications Center will call the pharmacy
and any other remote areas in the future at th~ termination of Drills.

XI. Material Services

a. Difficulties were experienced in the appropriateness of supplies
in the First Aid and O.R. Holding Areas.

Recommendations: All supply lists will be reviewed and modified to
meet the needs of the various treatment centers. Additionally. OR
Holding should be able to get emergency supplies from Station 44 if
the need arises.

b. Elevator transportation is necessary for material services during
the early aspects of disaster drills.

Recommendation: Designate responsible persons from Environmental
Services during the evening shifts and from Transportation Distribution
during the day shift to immediately man the elevators.

XII. Environmental Services

a. No major problems were encountered. There were plenty of
available runners. but they were not utilized.

Recommendation: Coordination through the EMC to make better use
~f personnel in areas needed.

XIII. Respiratory Therapy

8. No major problems were encountered.

XIV. Social Services

a. No Major problems were encountered.

Comment: Concern was expressed over the security resources available
on a timely basis so that the press could be kept informed. (Additionally.
more information is needed so that the relatives can be kept informed.)

Recommendation: Improved communications with the ~IC to provide the
necessary information. The tHe should be the focal point for all
information on the victims and the event. The Campus Police should
be providing accurate information to the EMC for release.



Minutes
Joint Conference Committee

October',17, 1978

Present: Dr. Paul Winchell, Acting Chairman
Dr. Ellis Benson
Ms. Dionisa Coates
Mr. Orville Evenson
Ms. Mary Lebedoff
Ms. Sally Pillsbury

Absent: Mr. Albert Hanser
Dr. John Delaney
Dr. Eugene Gedgaudas
Dr. Richard Kronenberg
Dr. Russell Lucas
Dr. John Najarian
Dr. Robert Goltz
Dean Lawrence Weaver
Mr. John Westerman

Staff: Mr. John Diehl
Ms. Lois Kelly
Mr. Donald Van Hulzen

Dr. David Hurd
Mr. Michael McKee
Ms. Kim Werner

Guests:

I,

I

The Joint Conference Committee meeting was called to order at 5:40!P.M., by

Dr. Paul Winchell, Acting Chairman, in the East Wing of the CampuslClub.

I

reviewed and approved as presented.

Quality Assurance Committee Audit Report

1.

II.

Approval of Minutes I

The minutes of the September 19, 1978 Joint Conference Committee mleting were
I,

I

Ms. Kim Werner presented for Committee consideration the Summary oj the Trausurethral

Resection of the Prostate Gland Area Wide Audit. This audit was lor patients who

underwent this procedure for benign prostatis hypertrophy from Apr'il 1, 1975 to

March 31, 1976. The audit encompassed 601 patients, 61 physicians in 14 area hospitals.
I,

I

The average patient age was 70.
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Ms. Werner reviewed the Summary of findings from the Foundation for Health Care

Evaluation. She stated that she had spoken with Dr. Elwin Fraley, Professor

and Head of the Department of Urologic Surgery, and directed attention to a copy

of a letter from him in which he expressed his satisfaction with the summary

results. There were several particularly favorable outcomes which Dr. Fraley

pointed out to Ms. Werner.

1. Criterion Number 8 - Element: Mortality

Considering the different patient population at this Hospital,

there were no deaths compared with .8% area-wide.

2. Criterion Number 7 - Element: Documentation of instructions for
follow-up visit~

98% of our records reviewed met the criteria compared to

86% area-wide.

3. Criterion Number 12 - Element: Transfusions

Considering the stage of the patients illness when they come

to this Hospital for treatment, only 5, or 10% varied from the

criteria, compared with 12% area-wide.

Ms. Werner explained the variations from the criteria were due primarily to poor

documentation and were isolated cases. Since this audit was completed in 1976,

there is a better understanding of the audit process.

Dr. Fraley has been requested to respond to a FHCE recommendation which related

to the lack of a pathological report on two grams of tissue removed.

Following discussion, a motion was made and seconded to approve the Summary

of Transurethral Resections of the Prostate Gland Area-Wide Audit.
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Credentials Committee Report

Dr. Winchell reviewed the background of physicians requesting app

Ct III.

Medical Staff and clinical privileges. A motion was made and se approve

IV.

t.he provisional appointment recommendations of· the Credentials Co ittee.

In addition to the recommendations for Medical Staff appointment, Dr. Winchell

explained that the Credentials Committee had received and reviewe1 a Clinical

Privileges Request Form from Dr. Jesse Yap, Neurosurgery, for the;addition of
I

!

psychosurgery to his present clinical privileges. While the credtntials Committee

felt he was qualified to perform this procedure and recommend the approval of his

request, the Medical Staff/Hospital Council tabled action until t e Human Subjects

Committee has had an opportunity to review the Psychosurgery Prop sal. Dr. Yap

and Dr. Heston had contended that the procedure would be performe for purely

therapeutic reasons and would not be a research project. However~ it was the opinion

of the Medical Staff/Hospital Council that any ~valuation of' the esults of these

procedures could be interpreted as compilation of research data a d considering the

potential impact of this outcome, it seemed prudent to request th t Dr. Yap and

Dr. Heston present the Psychosurgery Proposal to the Human Subjec s Committee.

!

The Committee discussed the Council's action at length and concurted with the
!

Council's decision to table the request for the addition of PSYChtsUrgery

privileges from Dr. Yap until the Human Subjects Committee has ac ed. A motion

was made and seconded to table Dr. Jesse Yap's clinical privil"ege request.

Medical Staff/Hospital Council Report f
Dr. Winchell reported that he had received a request from the Fou dation for

Health Care Evaluation to provide a listing of our Medical Staff, their

license numbers and our physician identification numbers. The putpose for the

information. as set forth in this letter, was to assign a co~on fhYSiCian number

to all physicians in the metropolitan area enabling the Foundatio~ to assess
I

!
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physician practice patterns across hospitals.

It was pointed out that in the letter from the Foundation the confidentiality of

the information was addressed, but not satisfactorily. It was the Medical Staff/

Hospital Council'~ decision to write a letter to the Foundation requesting that

they provide their policies on confidentiality.

The Medical Staff/Hospital Council approved recommendations for the development of

a process and policies to facilitate the handling of cadaver donors. Mr. Dan Rode,

Admissions, and Mr. Alfred Dees, Medical Records, investigated the procedures

currently used and recommended that the Transplant Office develop a written policy

for the receipt, processing, and discharge of a cadaver donor.

v. Other

Dr. David Hurd, Director of the Emergency Room, presented the Orange Alert-

Communications Drill Critique which was held on May 15, 1978. Dr. Hurd explained

that the delay in getting this to the Joint Conference Committee was due to

vacation breaks and workload. He explained that 2 Orange Alert-Communications

Drills are held each year to meet" Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals

requirements. A second drill will take place within the next two weeks. The Drill

is a test of the Hospital's capability to contact needed personnel in response to

an emergency during a time of limited staffing.

Minor difficulties were experienced in Pharmacy, Nursing and Powell Hall.

1. There was confusion on some of the Nursing Stations as to the terminology

"Communications Drill", rather than "Orange Alert-Communications Drill".

2. The Pharmacy was unable to hear the public address system announcement of

the termination of the drill and continued to stand by.



The night clerk in Powell Hall was not informed of his3.

I

resJonSibilities

during the Communication Drill, which is to inform on-call staff staying

in Powell Hall that a Drill is in progress.

it every 6 months.

. To resolve these problems the following recommendations were made'j

1. In-service be given to night and evening personnel at the ime of

orientation. I

2. To maintain an accurate phone list of departmental personnt1 and update

I

Drill".

"Orange Alert - Communications Drill" be used instead of3. "fommunications

Attention was directed by Mr. McKee to a letter from Dr. Winchell tequesting
I

Clinical Services to provide up-to-date phone numbers of personnel in their

~ departments who may be contacted in the event of a disaster. It w~s also suggested

that a department secretary be given the responsibility to submit ~ny changes in
I

personnel to handle an actual disaster situation.

to approve the Orange Alert-Communications Drill Critique.

this listing to the Communications Center on a monthly basis. I

I

I

Dr. Hurd stated that in general, personnel responded w~ll and therf was adequate
I

A motion was ma~e and seconded

I

Dr. Winchell reported that several sets of criteria bad been proPo~ed by tbe

Emergency Medical Services Advisory Committee and presented at a mteting recently.

The criteria included a prerequisite of an Emergency Medicine trairing program.

Since Emergency Medicine is not a nationally recognized specia1ityl the University

Hospitals was petitioning for a change in the criteria. universitf' Hospitals have

trained staff in all the specialities who are capable of providing adequate care.
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Mr. John Diehl, Hospital Legal Counsel, reported on the status of Medical Staff

compliance with the Malpractice Insurance Coverage Rules and Regulations. He

stated that a large portion of our staff is covered by St. Paul Fire and Marine

Company. He has been in contact with representatives of this company and has been
0,

assured that the required malpractice coverage is in place. There are approximately

40 additional physicians who are covered by other companies and Mr. Diehl has

requested certification of their current coverage.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 6:45 P.M.

Respectfully submitted,

~~
Secretary
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Hospitals and Clinics
Board of Governors
Box 502
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

October 18, 1978

Joint Conference Committee

TO:

FROM:

RE:

Board of Governors

I

Report and Recommendations for Appointment to the M~dica1 Staff

The Joint Conference Committee after reviewing the recommend~'tions of the
Credentials Committee, and with the approval of the Medical taff/Hospita1
Council concerning the applicant's professional competence a d qualifications
hereby recommend the following applicants for appointment tO,the University
of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics Medical Staff: I

Provisional Appointments Recommended:

HOSPITAL DENTISTRY

Herbert W. Schulte

INTERNAL MEDICINE

John P. Bantle

William F. Schoenwetter

Jerrold M. Stempel

NEUROLOGY

Neil M. Sussman

OPllTHALMOLOGY

John Douglas Cameron

'.

CATEGORY

Clinical

Attending

Clinical

Clinical

Attending

Clinical

Request for Additional Clinical Privileges:

Dr. Jesse Yap, Neurosurgery Privileges Requested

"Performance of stereotq.xic ·iesions in the
cingulum and other sub¢ortical structures. 1I
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Minutes

Joint Conference COD~ittee

Saptember 19, 1918

Present: Mr. Albert Hanser, Chairman
Dr. Ellis Benson
Ms. Dionisa Coates
Dr. John Delaney
Mr. Orville Evenso~

Pr. Richard Kronenberg
Q~. Russell Lucas
Ms. Sally Pillsbury
Dean Lawrence Weaver

/

Abesent: Dr. Eugene Gedgaudas
Ms. Mary Lebedoff
Dr. John Najarian

Staff: Mt• .John Diehl.
Hs. Lois Kelly
Mr; Don Van Hulzen

Guests: Ms •. Johnelle Foley
Dr~ .Edward Seljeskog
Ms. Kim Werner .

Dr. Paul H'inchell
Mr. Hesterman

The Joint Conference Committee meeting was called to order at

Chairman Al Hanser in the East Wing of the Campus Club.

1. Approval of Minutes

The minutes of the August 29, 1978 Joint

reviewed and approved as presented.

s:ra P.M., by

Conference Committee me~ting were

II. Quality Assurance Committee Audit Report

Dr. Edward Seljeskog, Professor of Neurosurgery, presented the Lumbar Laminectomy

for Herniated Lumbar Disc Audit. Dr. Seljeskog explained that tje criteria

were established by the Foundation for Health Care Evaluation for this Metro

politan area-wide audit and it was felt to be somewhat rigid.

A random sample of 50 records were reviewed of patients discharg d between

July 1, 1976 and JUTte 30, 1977. The purpose of this audit was t review and

evaluate the evidence used to justify the procedure, determine if these patients

achieve an optimal level of health status at dlscharge and if these patients

experienced minimal complications following surgery. A comparative study of

the data received from the various hospitals involved will be c nducted by

thp FOllndAtion.
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Dr. Seljeskog summarized the audit findings and responded to further

questions from the Committee. Where corrective action was indicated

steps had been initiated to respond to these deficiencies.

Following discussion, a motion was made and seconded to approve the

Lumbar Laminectomy for Herniated Lumbar Disc Audit.

III. Credentials Committee Report

In Dr. Winchell's absence, Dr. Russell Lucas presented the Credentials

Committee report. Dr. Lucas briefly described the backgrounds of those

physicians seeking clinical privileges and appointment to the University of

Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics' ~ledical Staff. He then moved that the

Joint Conference Committee recommend Board of Governors' approval of the

applicants to the Medical Staff. Dr. Lucas' motioned was seconded and passed.

IV. Letter from Dr. Buckley ~ppointing Dr. Khalid Sami as Director, Clinical Services
of Anesthesiolo.£1.

The Joint Conference Committee members -reviewed the above mentioned letter

from Dr. Buckley to Dr. ~ajarian, Mr. t~esterman, and Ms. Lande. At the

Committee's request, Dr. Lucas explained the difference between l1edical School

appointments and Hospital Me1ical Staff appointments. He noted that the

individual responsible for a clinical discipline within the Uedical School is

usually referred to as the Department Head and the individual responsible for

a clinical service within the hospital is usually referred to as the Clinical

Chief. Dr. Lucas noted that frequently the same individual holds both positions.

In determining whether action was required by the Committee, on Dr. Buckley's

appointment of Dr. Sami as Director of Anesthesiology, the question as to

Dr. Buckley's intention in using the term Director was raised. Mr. Diehl

pointed out that if Dr. Buckley was naming Dr. Sami as the Clinical Chief of



I

Anesthesiology this is a Board appointment and'wou1d require Boa~d of Governor's

action. He added that there currently exists a discrepency betw1en the Board
, I

::d'::::C::a:t:::sB:::::ra:st:u:::n:::d~:::gO:e::::::a:h::::: ::~o:::::::::e
Bylaws Committees. I

I

I

Chairman Hanser suggested that the Joint Conference Committee

item pending clarification from Dr. Buckley as to the intent of

of Dr. Sami.

V. Surgical Case Reviews

this agenda

appointment

for the review of all surgical cases.

Dr. Lucas referred the Committee to Dr. Najarian's memo to the C uncil of

Chiefs of Clinical Services pertaining to surgical case reviews nd the process

which the Council agreed upon for handling such reviews. Dr. Lu as noted that

the Medical Staff does have a Tissue Committee which reviews ope ative cases in

which specimens are removed but added that the Joint Commission ~n the

Accreditation of Hospitals has recommended that a p"ocedlme be tn place
I

He explained that this matter was

brought to the Joint Conference Committee as an informational it m to demonstrate

that compliance with this JCAH requirement is being achieved. '

VI. Psychosurgery Program

Dr. Lucas explained that the Medical Staff/Hospit~l Council appr ved the

concept of implementing a Psychosurgery Program at University Ho pita1s and

Clinics. He commented that if approved by the Boar~, University Hospitals

would be one of eight institutions in the country participating ,n this

nationally sponsored program. He reviewed with the Joint Confer nee Committee

the guidelines by which the national program is to be implemente and a protocol

by which the program would function at University Hospitals. also noted

the appointment of an Internal Review Board at University Hospit Is to monitor
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the Psychosurgery Program to assure that it is complying with national and

self-imposed standards.

The Joint Conference Committee discussed the Psychosurgery Program at length.

It was felt that the national guidelines were beyond their purvue for approval.

It was also suggested that certain amendments be made to the proposed

University Hospitals' protocol for the program for clarification and that

mention be made that the Internai Review Board is appointed by the Chief of

Staff. The Committee also questioned the appropriateness of further review

of the Psychosurgery Program by other parties in the University who should

be involved in determining the acceptability of the program. Dr. Kronenberg

moved that the Committee table action on the Psychosurgery Program pending

further clarification of those items questioned by the Committee. Dr. Delaney

seconded the motion. Dr. Lucas agreed to follow-up on resolving those items

raised by the Committee. The motion to table was voted upon and passed.

VII. Other

Dr. Lucas commented that the agenda of the Medical Staff/Hospital Council

closely followed that of this Committee's and therefore, noted he had no

additional items to report.

Dr. Ellis Benson noted that the Council of Clinical Chiefs has been involved in

discussions pertaining to the timing of the move to Unit B/C and the deliberations

pertaining to the new V.A. Hospitals and the planning for Unit J.

There being no further business, Chairman Hanser adjourned the Joint Conference

Committee meeting at 8:00 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

~~IO
Jonnelle Foley
Secretary



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

,.

University Hospitals and Clinics
420 Delaware Street S.E.
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

September 5, i978

TO: Medical Staff - Hospital Council
Joint Conference Committee

FROM: Dr. James House, M.D.,. Chairman
Credentials Committee

SUBJECT: Report and Recommendations for Appointment to the Med~cal Staff

I

The Credentials Committee after examining all pertinent informa~ion provided
to them concerning the applicant's professional competence and qualifications,
hereby recommend the following applicants requests for clinica11privileges
and app~intment to the University of Minnesota Hospitals Medica1 Staff.

FAMILY PRACTICE & COMMUNITY HEALTH

Stephen L. Hanson

INTERNAL MEDICINE

Scott F. Davies

Stephen J. Gilberstadt

David G. Hof

Stuart R. Lancer

Cary N. Mariash

Wesley J. Miller

OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY

Leo B. Twiggs

PEDIATRICS

Richard K. Mathis

PSYCHIATRY

Richard L. Pyle

George Realmuto

RADIOLOGY

Mathis P. Frick

HEALTH SCIENCES

CATEGORY

Clinical

Attending

Attending

Attending

Attending

Attending

Attcanding

Attending

Attending

Attending

Attending

Attending
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Minutes

Joint Conference Committee
August 29, 1978

Present: Mr. Albert Hanser, Chairman
Mr. Orville Evenson
Ms. Mary Lebedoff
Dr. Russell Lucas
Ms. Sally Pillsbury
Dean Lawrence Weaver
Dr. Paul Winchell

Absent: Ms. Dionisia Coates
Dr. John Delaney
Dr. Richard Ebert
Dr. Eugene Gedgaudas
Dr. Richard Kronenberg
Dr. John Najarian
Mr. John Westerman

Staff: Mr. Don Van Hulzen
Mr. John Diehl

Guests: Ms. Johnelle Foley
Mr. Robert Dickler
Mr. Ed Howell

G Mr. Michael McKee
Dr. Santhat Nivatvongs
Hs. Kihl h\:rner

The Joint Conference Committee meeting was called to order at 5:30 p.m., by Chairman

Al Hanser in the East Wing of the Campus Club.
'.

I. Approval of Minutes

The minutes of the June

approved as presented.

serving as staff to the

20, 1978 Joint Conference Committee meetinr were reviewed

Chairman Hanser noted that Mr. Don Van HUlfen will now be

Committee replacing Mr. Robert Dickler. tfiS change has
,

and

been made due to a reorganization of Administrative ~ssignmcnts.
"

d Rectum Medical

Audit. Dr. Nivatvongs explained that Adenocarcinoma is the most requent form of

II. Quality Assurance Committee Audit Report

Dr. Santhat Nivatvongs presented the Adenocarcinoma of the Colon

cancer found in the colon/recum area. For the audit the records f 50 patients
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were reviewed with a specific focus on the evaluation given for consideration,

review of post-operative complications, and the education of the p tient. It was

noted that this was an area-wide audit with criteria establis~ed b the Foundation

for Health Care Evaluation. Comparative analysis of University Hospitals with

other Metro hospitals will not be possible for one year, i.e. when the Foundation will

be able to make the data available.

Dr. Nivatvongs pointed out that the audit revealed three deficient areas involving

missing documentation of a pre-op prostoscope, missing documentation of patient

education before discharge, and missing documentation of special t erapy procedures.

He concluded however, that the audit also showed good care and a

post-operative complications. It was noted that the appropriate esponses had been

received regarding the audit and that appropriate actions were be~g instituted as

corrective measures. It was also noted that the Medical Staff/Ho,Pital Council had
,

approved the audit.

Ms. Werner mentioned that the sheet showing approval signatures a tached to the audit

report is part of a new procedure to assure that proper signature are received in a

timely manner. Mr. Evenson moved for approval of the audit. Ms. Lebedoff seconded

the motion. Ms. Pillsbury inquired if the Joint Conference Commi tee should request

a follow-up report on corrective actions. It was noted that the ursing Department

will be conducting a concurrent monitor and will be reporting the results of that

"

monitor to the Quality Assurance Committee by October IS, 1978. t was decided

III.

"tha~.this arrangement would provide sufficient follow-up. Mr. Ev nson's motion for the

approval of the audit was then voted upon and passed.

Criteria for
and Clinics

Mr. Robert Dickler explained that for a number of years certain i

functioned within University Hospitals but were not considered ho pital employees



functioning in this special capacity at University Hospitals.

3

nor Medical Staff members. He stated that an example of such an e~PlOyee would

be a nurse hired by a physician to assist him in an independent c~inical research

project. In the past such individuals have existed in limbo with ~o particular
~ ~ !

rules or rights surrounding their relationship to the University HisPitals.

To remedy this situation and to assure quality care within the insfitution a Task

Force of three physicians, three nurses and Mr. Dickler and Mr. Dirhl were charged
!

with the task of defining a policy and process for accepting these individuals

within University Hospitals.

Mr. Dickler reviewed the proposed policy and procedure with the cor:'ittee and noted

that considerable research was conducted into how this situation h s been handled

in other hospitals. He added that approximately 50 such individuals were currently
I

He rlSO mentioned

that the Medical Staff/Hospital Council had approved the policy an~ procedure.
I

I

Mr. Evenson suggested a rewording of the last sentence of the firsf paragraph of

the policy to assure that the physician or dentist who has such an employee working

shall be responsible for the actions of that employee. A motion as then made to

approve the policy and procedure as amended. The motion was seco ded and passed.

IV. Credentials Committee Report

Dr. Winchell reviewed the individual backgrounds of the physician seeking clinical

privileges and appointment to University Hospitals' Medical Staff. He explained

that the large group of applicants from the Department of Interna ·~edicine was

in preparation for arrangement to staff the Emergency Room with t enty-four hour

physician coverage. Following his description of each physician oted in the

Credentials Committee Report, Dr. Winchell moved for approval of

Dr. Lucas seconded the motion and it was passed.
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I

Chairman Hanser inquired as to how carefully applicants were check¢d as to any former
i

involvement in malpractice suits. Dr. Winchell responded that the I application form

requests such information. He raised a concern however, conc~rnin the Credentials

Committee's unwillingness to check references. Mr. Diehl added hi concern over

this situation. Dean Weaver suggested that at least, letters of r ference should

s motion was

be made available to the Committee. Chairman Hanser then made a m tion recommending

that the Credentials Committee seek confirmation of references.

seconded. Mr. Evenson inquired as to how proof of foreign physica s' qualifications

is obtained. Dr. Winchell explained that the licensure board chec s such physicians

as to their backgrounds and added that all members of University H spitals' Medical

Staff are and must be licensed. Chairman Hanser's motion was then voted upon and

passed.

Medical Staff/Hospital Council Report

Dr. Winchell reported that the Medical Staff/Hospital Council also reviewed the

medical audit and the Credentials Committee report. He added that another subject which

the Council considered was that of Dr. Len Heston's proposal te be in a program of

psycho-social surgery at University Hospitals. ..

Dr. Winchell pointed out that he was raising this subject with the Joint Conference

Committee only for preliminary discussion at this time. In terms f background,

he explained that originally psycho-social surgery ~as a scandalo s procedure used

to control the behavior of "unruly psychiatric patients by performi g surgery on

a po~tion of the brain.
• t.

Today, the Federal government is proposing a national program of sycho-social

surgery for medical purposes only. The surgery technique itself as been relined and the
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Federal government plans to incorporate both a national and local

I

t.ViOW board

process to assure that the surgical procedure is utilized only wher medically

appropriate. He added that this program has already been approved by the National
I

Board for the Use of Human Volunteers in Research. Further the proposal instituting
I

the establishment of the program at University Hospitals has been avorably reviewed by t

Medical Staff/Hospital Council and by Vice President French. iversity Hospitals

were to implement the program it would be one of a small group of ospitals providing

such service. Dr. Winchell stated that the actual proposal will b brought before the

Committee in September. He suggested that the members review the ackground

material that will be distributed with the minutes.

I

I

Dr. Winchell also reported that the Medical Staff/Hospital counCi~ approved the

appointment of a Cancer Co-ordinating Committee. The Committee i to be a joint

~ Hospitals and Medical School committee to oversee the cancer prog

projects. He added that with the creation of this committee it i possible that

the American College of Surgeons may approve University Hospital as a

certified cancer program.

VI. Foundation for Health Care Evaluation Memorandum of Understanding

Dr. Winchell reviewed two memoranda of understanding with the Fo dation. He indicated

that these dealt with the contract for review of Medicare, Medica d, and Title V

a review
••

of Blue Cross patients. He indicated that this contract was new

patients while the second was supplementary dealing with the cont act for review

was-already being done at University Hospitals. He added that th Medical Staff/

Hospital Council had approved these two documents and noted that 11 metropolitan
I

area hospitals are being required to enter into such agreements. ! Dr. Winchell moved

that they be approved and his motion was seconded and passed.
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Other
i
I

Ms. Pillsbury inquired about the Rural Hospital Co-Operative progrtrn. Dr.

explained that the program grew out of the BIC Certificate of Needlrequest

Winchell

which

t

resulted in a commitment to expand out-reach services. He stated that the program

is one of education and consultation for approximately 14 hosPita1f in rural
I

Northern and Western Minnesota. He added that the program has bee, very satisfactory

for the small hospitals who pay a small amount for the services Wh}Ch University
I

Hospitals provides. He stated that the program is governed by a c rporation which

has representation from the University Hospitals. He also mention d that the

program is partially financed through our special approprriation f om the I

Legislature.

There being no further business, the Joint Conference Committee me ting was

adjourned by Chairman Hanser at 7:15 p.m.

, Respectfully submitted, I

~~~~
Secretary

•



l5il UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

August 30, 1978

To: Board of Governors

From: Joint Conference Committee

Hospitals and Clinics
Board of Governors
Box 502
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

Re: Report and Recommendations for Appointment to the Medica Staff

The Joint Conference Committee after reviewing the recommendat"ons of the
Credentials Commitee, and with the approval of the Medical Sta f/Hospita1
Council concerning the applicant's professional competence and qualifications
hereby recommend the following applicants for appointment to t e University
of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics Medical Staff.

DEPARTMENT OF ANESTHESIOLOGY

Josephine N. Lo

DEPAR1MENT OF INTERNAL MEDICINE

John W. Cox
David A. Hanley
Philip B. McGlave
Thomas M. McGowan
Garson D. Roodman
Gregory W. Rutecki
Mark Schmidt
Pet.er D. Kenyon
DEPAR1MENT OF NEUROLOGY

William L. McLain, Jr.
Robert I. Roelofs

DEPARTMENT OF NEUROSURGERY

Phudhiphorn Thienprasit

DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

Herbert L. Cantrill

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY

William B. Hosfield
Steven J. Uri
DEPARTMENT U1'" RADIOLOGY

Roger R. Stenlund
Harry C. Walker, Jr.

CATEGORY

Attending

Attending
Attending
Attending
Attending
Attending
Attending
Clinical
Attending

I

Attending
Attending

Clinical

Attending

Attending
Attending

Attending
Attending

The additional clinical privileges requested by Dr. David H rd, Department
of Internal Medicine, have been reviewed and are recommende for approval.

I & D of abscess of skin
taceration repair
~v~4c4nn~' bioDSV ."



Minut.es
Joint Conference Committee

June 20, 1978

Present:

Absent:

Mr. Albert Hanser, Chairman
Ms. Dionisa Coates
Dr. John Delaney
Mr. Orville Evenson
Dr. Richard Kronenberg
Ms. Mary Lebedoff
Ms. Sally Pillsbury
Dean Lawrence Weaver
Dr. Paul Winchell

Dr. Richard Ebert
Dr. Eugene Gedgaudas
Dr. Russell Lucas
Dr. John Najarian
Mr. John Westerman

Staff :

Guests:

Mr.
Mr.

Dr.
Ms.
Ms.
Ms.
Dr.
Ms.
Ms.
Ms.
Ms.
Mr.

I

ROber~ Dick1er
John jieh1

Nicol ff
Braue
Werne
Schmi t
Wrigh
M4rph
Johan er
Hanse
Foley'
McKee

I. Approval of Minutes

The minutes of the May 16, 1978 Joint Conference Meeting wer reviewed

and approved by the Joint Conference Committee as presented.

II. Audit Reports

A. Coronary Artery Bypass Audit

Dr. Nicoloff presented the Coronary Artery Bypass dure Audit on

behalf of the Quality Assurance Committee and the Medi a1 Staff/Hospital

are out of

Council. He noted that this audit dealt with 50 ramdo 1y selected records

from January, 1977 through December, 1977. These 50 c

approximately 200 coronary artery bypass procedures an 450 open-heart

procedures.

The audit reflected a dominance of male patients recei ing such a procedure

with a majority of individuals being from 50 to s of age. The

pre-operative stay was approximately ~ days for those atients receiving

angiograms at the time of their admissions and 3 days or those who had

received angiograms prior to their admissions. ectives of the

audit were to evaluate the indications for surgery, t determine the

.'•
- ••• <p'~- _. ·--·""·'~.-"'."(lJ!'i4"'_



complication rates associated with the procedure, and t evaluate the

nursing care given according to established perimeters.

Dr. Nicoloff noted that the criteria for admissions wer found to be

too stringent within the audit because all three criter a were required

to justify an admission. He noted that of patients

yiability for the procedure depends on a number of fac and

that the audit had revealed not all three factors need ecessarily be

present to indicate a need for the procedure. It was Iso noted that

there were no deaths recorded as a result of this procedure and that

I

the overall mortality for the bypass procedure is 1.5 to 2% which is

somewhat better than national average.

The audit revealed no wound infections and approximate y 8% of the

patients suffered an infarction which is considered to be a normal

audits

patients

lected the

criteria were adequately described and justified. In esponse to a

general high quality of care given within the hospital

receiving such a procedure and that the exceptions to

rate. It was Dr. Nicoloff's feeling that the audit

question, it was noted that the physicians doing this rocedure were

Drs., Anderson, Lillehei, Lindsey and Nicoloff. also noted

in response to a questions that with the increase in s oking among women

and the use of birth control pills it is anticipated t at more and

more women will require this procedure in the future. The exception to

these current male/female split is patients with diabe es who require

the bypass procedure at approximately the same rate.

In response to questions the Committ~e then discussed he seeming

controversy over the utilization of this procedure wit in the United

e· ._-~-"""'i,..pa!l!llPIl!l4"'•••U-_III._a_a.: _
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States. Dr. Nicoloff noted that the criteria for the procedure

B.

are very rigorous and that it has been found that the life

for a number of patients has improved significantly.

impact on life expectancy has not been found within th current research

to be statistically significant but it is probably sti 1 too early to

have a long range analysis of its implications. to further

questions it was also noted that such cases ususally c st $8,000 to

$10,000 and that a hospital should do approximately 20 to 250 adult open hear

cases to maintain a proficient surgical and operating team.

There being no further questions or comments it was mo ed and approved

by the Joint Conference Committee that this audit be a

Pediatric Seizure Disorder Audit

Dr. Francis Wright presented the Pediatric Seizure Dis rder Audit on

behalf of the Quality Assurance Committee. It was not d that this

audit covered 50 records of patients who were seen bet een January 1,

1977 and December 31, 1977 with a primary or secondary diagnosis of

seizure disorder. The objectives of the audit were to incorporate

Pediatric Neurology and the Hospital Patient Care Audi Program and

to identify the reasons for dispropriately high percen age of pediatric

neurology patients not meeting the acute level of criteria used

on admission review as evidenced in the third and h"..quarterly

reports of 1977.

Dr. Wright noted that the patients ranged from age 1 16 and were

distributed on many services. In relationship to a sion justification

it was found that the national crite~ia for such admissions did not fit

the population served at University Hospitals adequat In essence,

it was found that the population at University Bospit ls was significantly

••
-0;:
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more chronic than that found at other institutions and herefore had

trouble meeting the generally accepted admissions crite ia.

Dr. Wright noted that the cause of seizure disorder is ery often known

for patients entering University Hospitals and that the physicians

t~sk is to look at the total brain function and seizure drug

impact of their condition. There is also a need for so histicated

behavioral observation and an analysis of the full impa t of the disorder

upon their life status.

The audit revealed that there were some injuries but th t they were

minimal and they reflected the high level of nursing ca e provided to

the patients. It was also determined that there is a n ed for a

better form to record seizure type and frequency and a eed to provide

better parent education on the problem of seizure disor er and safety

precautions which should be taken with such patients.

by the

of the

of decision

rogative of

Overall this audit, as many previous audits, ref1ecte the need for

the patient. After this discussion it was moved and

entered into a period of extensive discussions

for such patients and that adult follow up is at the

making about drugs is significant. These patients are ot part of the

patients referred are not well-controlled and the

determined that there was a great deal of long-term fo1

better medical record documentation. It is noted

Comprehensive Epilepsy Center which deals with adults.

Quality Assurance Committee by the Joint Conference Co ittee that this..
audit be accepted.

r
r
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c. Decubitus Ulcer Audit

ific part of the

the Department of Nursing Services. She noted

ulcer results from immobilization and pressure

Ms. Kathy Murphy presented the Decubitus Ulcer Audit n behalf of

body. This audit reviewed thirty cases which were sp ead in multiple

stations of the hospital with a multitude of attendin physicians.

She also noted that eighteen of these patients were a itted with

the decubitus ulcer as their primary diagnosis.

The audit studied the documentation and treatment of uch patients

and found that neither was well documented within the harts.

It was also determined for these thirty patients that here were

fifty different types of treatments utilized for decub ts ulcers.

One of the documentation deficiencies determined by th audit was

lack of sufficient information on the size of the ulce and whether

those treatments were or were not successful. There w s also a

determination that there was misdiagnosis coding occur ng within the

medical records department.

:

conjunction

alsoThey h

the nursing department is looking to develop

with the medical staff on decubitus ~ulcer's.

In reference to actions resulting from this audit it w s noted that

instituted a program of educational in-service for nur on the

care of decubitus ulcers and have stressed more activel the pre-

ventative aspects of patient care so that such not

form initially. Finally Ms. Murphy ~lso noted that th audit did

not reveal any significant correlatio~ to age for such conditions

and related this primarily to a large number of patients being

somewhat immobilized or paralyzed do to another primary cause •

•,
_..-..... .. ",--~-- ......-----+-------
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There being no further discussion of this audit it was moved and

approved that the Joint Conference Committee accept t e decubitus

ulcer audit.

D. Neuroblastoma in Children

The Neuroblastoma Audit was presented on behalf

by Mary Johanger and Verona Hansen. Ms.

neuroblastoma is the result of immature cells in the

it is one of the most frequent types of cancer

ing Services

that

children.

She noted that Stage Four of neuroblastoma has invaded all areas of

the body and that twelve cases were reviewed as part 0 this audit.

As with many audits this audit revealed an inadequate ocumentation

of education related to both the patients and parents f these

patients. It was determined that all infections were reated

appropriately and that all complications were dealt wi h expeditiously and

in an appropriate manner. The great need for ts to under-

stand the cancer which their children have, and its co equences,

has led the department of Nursing Services to develop a pilot

of

been developed

parents education program for the patients on one of t e pediatric

for parents of all children with cancer due to the s

disease processes which occurs with varying types of c

stations. It was noted that this education

children. The program is not mandatory and it was fel that it would

be inadvisable to develop such a mandatory requirement.

to maintain

that the suggestion may well permit the expansion of t e program to

.
it was noted that this program had not'been put onto v

significant others who are forced to stay in the home t

In response to a question from one of the members of t e committee,

•• l'-............._--....~ -"""........IU__.=....=-=-
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the economic support of the family. There being no fu ther questions

by the committee we thanked Ms. Johanger for her prese tation and

approved the Nursing Neuroblastoma in Children Audit.

III. Credentials Committee Report

Dr. Winchell presented the Credentials Committee Report on b half of the

Medical Staff Hospital Council. He noted that the council a d committee

were bringing before the Joint Conference Committee the requ st and

recommendations for reappointments of the Medical Staff

clinical services. Dr. Winchell also noted that unlike the

the

year

there were no deficiencies in provisions of information for ontinuing

education so that the reappointment list as being presented were complete.

The Joint Conference Committee reviewed pages 1-24 of the re

several questions approved the reappointment of the medical

after

listed.

The Committee then turned its attention to the request for n w appointments

to the medical staff effective July 1, 1978. The following ndividuals were

approved for provisional medical staff appointments:

Department of Internal Medicine
David G. Benditt - Attending

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Richard A. Kopher - Attending

Department of Otolaryngology
Steven L. Liston - Attending

Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Keith B. Sperling - Attending

Department of Pediatrics
Gregory A. Grabowski - Attending

Department of Psychiatry •
James E. Mitchell - Clinical
David Paulsen - Clinical

Department of Radiology
James L. Tuohy - Attending

••
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The Committee also discussed the appointment of Thomas F. F

the Department of Medicine. It was noted that Dr. Ferris w to

be assuming the responsibilities of Department Head on July 1, and that

simultaneous with the request for full medical staff as

an attending physician the Committee was being asked and

approve his appointment as Chief of the Internal Medicine S

Dr. Winchell then reviewed Dr. Ferris's qualifications and

review the Joint Conference Committee approved his attendin status and

appointment as Chief of the Department of Medicine.

The Committee then reviewed requests for changes in clinica

or medical staff category and the medical staff resignation

them as presented.

privileges

and approved

IV. Medical Staff Malpractice Coverage Regulation

The Joint Conference Committee was provided by Mr. Dickler with a copy

of the proposed Medical Staff Malpractice Coverage Regulation which had

been discussed at the previous meeting. The background of s regula-

tion was briefly covered and it was noted that it had been roved by

the Council of Chiefs Clinical Services, the Medical Staff Ho pital Council,

and the Bylaws Committee. After some brief discussion the posed

regulation was approved by the Joint Conference Committee.

V. Other

The Joint Conference Committee discussed the formal establish ent of the

Minnesota Association of Public Teaching Hospitals that morni g and re

viewed a resolution prepared by Mr. Diehl which continued the Boards

endorsement of the activities of MAPTH. After some review, t e resolution

was approved by the Joint Conference Committee.
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There being no further business before the Joint Conference Co

adjourned at approximately 7:45 p.m•

ttee it

••



RESOLVED, that the Boarq of Governors of the Univer ity

of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics recognizes the a tion

taken by Hennepin County Medical Center, St. Paul-R msey

Medical Center Commission and the University of Min*esota

Hospitals and Clinics to enter an agreement to form the

Minnesota Association of Public Teaching Hospitals, and

to, in turn, associate that group with the Veterans

Administration Hospital; and that the Board of Gove ors

restates its endorsement of this effort and the reI

study and planning efforts that are contemplated by

the Minnesota Association of Public Teaching Hospit

and. pledges its continued support of these efforts .

•
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PROPOSED RGLE REG.~.RDIi~G n~Srp~J~CE

FOR MEDICAL STAFF

. '.
In order for any physician or dentist to be qualified for
membership on the medical staff or to exercise any particular
clinical privileges, or for reappointment to the medical staff
from time to time, the physician or dentist must demo strate
that he or she is covered by a policy of liability in urance
covering the legal defense of and possible liability or cases
of professional liability (malpractice).

Members of the clinical staff, because of their pract
and their relatively minor role at the University Hos
merely demonstrate the existence of some malpractice
coverage that will be in place during their membershi
clinical staff and shall show new evidence of this co
reappointment from time to timeo

ce elsewhere
itals, shall
nsurance

on the
erage for

Each member of the attending staff shall have a polic of
insurance covering him/her which provides for at leas $1,000,000000
of coverage per occurrence (which may be subject to a annual
aggregate limit of coverage of $1,000,000.00) and whi h further
provides that the Regents of the University of Minnes ta are named
as an insured on the policy. The requirements of this paragraph
shall take effect August 1, 1978.

It shall he the duty of the physician or dentist to naOntain the
required coverage at all times during his or her membe ship on
the medical staff.

• 1

.-

'.



Minutes
Joint Conference Committee

May 16, 1978

Present: Mr. Albert Hanser, Chairman
Mr. Orville Evenson
Ms. Mary Lebedoff
Dr. Russell Lucas
Mr. John Westerman
Dr. Paul Winchell

Absent: Ms. Dionisa Coates
Dr. John Delaney
Dr. Richard Ebert
Dr. Eugene Gedgaudas
Dr. Richard Kronenberg
Dr. John Najarian
Ms. Sally Pillsbury
Dean Lawrence Weaver

Guests: Dean Neal G u1t
Dr. John Go don
Mr. Micbae1 McKee
Ms. Kim We er

Staff: Mr. Robert
Mr. John Di
Ms. Johnell

I. Approval of Minutes

The minutes of the'May 16, 1978 Joint Conference Committee Meeting were reviewed and

approved by the Joint Conference Committee as presented.

II. Assurance Committee Audit Re ort - Anesthesio10

Ms. Kim Werner began the discussion of the Anesthesiology

by noting that it has been done in tandem with the Coronary

Procedure Audit and that the second part of the audit would

at the coming months meeting. She did note that these were

ural Audit

ure Audit

resented

two

seperate audits for purposes of PSRO and Joint Commission Review.

I

Dr. Gordon then reviewed the Anesthesiology Procedure Audit wi

of the Joint Conference Committee. He noted that the audit 10

activities which occurred prior to the operative procedure, th

during the procedure, and those that occurred within the PAR a

the members

occurred

the

patient had been released from the PAR and transferred to an i -patient station.

The audit looked at 50 cases out of approximately 200 coronary artery bypass

procedures which were conducted during the previous year.
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The primary recommendation of the audit was increased in-servi e education for the

staff regarding the criteria required for documentation within the medical

record. The audit also noted that there was some problems in ransfusions

but that these resided primarily within the Blood Bank area. r. Gordon did

review the specific comments which were transmitted to the Dep rtment of

Anesthesiology which were outside of the normal audit criteria The concerns

in these comments related to pre-anesthesia not~and the need 0 evaluate

whether the patient had ever had anesthetics previously or had any problems

which would be recorded within the medical record. He Blso no ed that there

is a need for ~reater documentation within the PAR and the day following the

actual procedure.

The members of the Joint Conference Committee did note that Dr Buckley had

replied completely and in detail to the findings of the audit. Dr. Winchell

noted that this audit, as all previous audits, had documentati n as its major

problem. He did note that the Medical Staff/Hospital Council ad

required that the problems of documentation in Anesthesiology ere-studied

within a six month period. In response to a question, Dr. Go

noted that none of the patients had been lost during this proc~dure on the

basis of anethesia activity BOd,in essence,this was a fairly ~ean audit with

the exception of documentation. In response to a further question he noted

that the department is clinically oriented and presently has 3 staff positions,

~2 residents, 18 CRNA's plus other support personnel.

Dr. Lucas ~oved, and Mrs. Lebedoff seconded, that this audit e approved by

the Joint Conference Committee and transmitted to the Board 0 Governors. The

motion was approved by the Joint Conference Committee without dissention.



III. Medical Staff Bylaw Changes

The members of the Joint Conference Committee reviewed each 0 the

Medical Staff -- Dental Staff Bylaw changes as they were reco ended by the

Medical Staff/Hospital Council and Council of Chiefs of Clini al Services.

The changes covered the following areas - provisional appoint

of medical - administrative personnel, clarification of exclusive procedural

rights, clarification of legal status of credential ~terials, appointing the

Chief of Staff to the Board of Governors Executive Committee, nd modification

of the function of Clinical Services. The discussion on these bylaws changes

centered around the need for provisional status within the medocal staff

appointment process which was seen by all parties present as a need more

prevalent within community hospitals that within a hospital wh re all medical

staff personnel already have medical school appointments. It as also noted

that an additional bylaws change was being considered in Telat onship to the

appointment process of the Clinical Chiefs and that it will be forward at a

later date.

Mr. Diehl noted that the confidentiality clause may corne into onflict with
..

State regulations but that he felt that it was an appropriate ylaw to pursue

at the present time. After some further discussion it was mov~d by Ms. Lebedoff
i
I

and seconded by Dr. Lucas that the Bylaw Changes be approved a~ presented. The
i

motion was carried without dissent.

IV. Medical Staff-Hospital Council Report

addition to

reviewed a

Dependency problems of patients within University Hospitals

£urther attention be directed to this concern. The Council

perceptions of House Staff and Faculty regarding the Drug Abus and Alcohol

Dr. Winchell reported that the Medical Staff/Hospital Council,

the above, had heard a presentation from Dr. Briggs concerning

"proposal £rom the P&T Committee <In the development of a Drug Ut lization Audit,

--",_.- -- ---~~---.--- ~- -- _.- --, ...~- ....--..,....-~~,....--'W-
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reviewed the Mission and Goal Statement of the Strategic Planni

accepted a report from the Nominat1ng Committee for election of embers to the

Medical Staff/Hospital Council, and discussed at length the imp

changed coverage in malpractice requiring endorsement of the Re ents in each

will beendorsed the Cost Containment Resolution which the Board of Gov

medical staff members policy. Dr. Winchell also noted that the ouncil reviewed and

considering the following day.

v.
I

Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services Report I

Mr. Dickler reported on behalf of the Council of Chiefs of Clin~cal Services

that they had also been reviewing the Mission Statement of the ,trategic Planning

Task Force, the Cost Containment Resolution, the Malpractice co cerns, and had

heard a report on Fund Raising for the Health Sciences and more specifically

for the development of Medical School space within Unit B/C. I was also noted

by members present that the Minnesota Association of Public Tea hing Hospitals

would probably initiate its activities in mid-June and that the Regents had approved

the selection of an architect for the KEH project.

There being no further business before the Joint Conference Co ittee, it adjourned .

at approximately 7:00 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

&:!Jf:!~/!1

I

"
I
I
i

I
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Minutes
Joint Conference Committee

April 18, 1978

Present: Mr. Albert Hanser, Chairman
Mr. Orville Evenson
Dr. Robert Goltz (for Dr. Najarian)
Dr. Richard Kronenberg
Ms. Mary Lebedoff
Dr. Russell Lucas
Ms. Sally Pillsbury

. Mr. John Westerman
Dr. Paul Winchell

Staff: Mr. John Diehl
Mr. Greg Hart

Guest: Ms. Carol Brauer
Dr. Donald Erickson

Absent: Ms. Dionisa Coates
Dr. John Delaney
Dr. Richard Ebert
Dr. Eugene Gedgaudas

Dr. John Naja:r.ian
Dean Lawrence Weaver

I. Approval of Minutes

The meeting of the Joint Conference Committee of the Board of rnors was

called to order by Albert Hanser, Chairman, in the East Wing of t e Campus Club.

Ms. Lebedoff suggested .that the reference to comparative quality f care in the

sixth paragraph in the Quality Assurance Committee Report was mis nterpreted and

thus should not be included in the minutes. The recommendation i 'volved deletion

of the second sentence of this paragraph. With this amendment, t e minutes were

approved.

II. Quality Assurance Committee Audit Report

Dr. Donald Erickson led the discussion of the Cerebral Vascular A cident Audit.

i>r. Erickson indicated that this audit was performed as part of area-wfde

audit conducted by the Foundation, and as a result this audit was perhaps not

of as much value as others that have been performed in the past. The process

of criteria development and evaluation for area-wide audits was t en.briefly

described.
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Related to the specifics of the audit, Dr. Erickson noted that th variations

from criteria in the areas of anti-coagulant therapy, ambulatory tatus,

daily living potential, physical therapy, temperature, and mOTtal'ty were

all found to be justified. In general, there were no significant unjustified

variations from criteria found in the audit. Mr. Hanser inquired as to the

comparative mortality rate of patients in the University's audit ample

relative to those found in other hospitals. Dr. Erickson respond d by

saying that there was no specific information yet, but that our m rtality rate

is probably lower than at other institutions. The standard norma ly found in

the literature for these types of cases is a 20% mortality rate. The University

is slightly below this level.

Dr. Erickson also indicated that the audit speaks highly of the n rsing care

provided for these types of patients given the very low rate of ecubitus ulcer

complications. Following presentation of the audit, discussions again turned

to the area-wide audit process. It was noted that the Universit participates

in five area-wide audits conducted by the Foundation for Health are Evaluation

each year. In these area-wide audits, including the one for CVA the University

normally has the opportunity to provide input into the developme t of criteria.

In this particular case, however, the criteria ended up being ai ed primar~ly

at measuring custodial care rather than aggresiveness or effecti eness of treat-

ment. This type of audit was probably more valuable to other in titutions than

it was to University Hospitals.

Following further discussion, Ms. Pillsbury moved and Dr. Winche 1 seconded the

approval of the audit. The Committee approved this motion, wit Mr. Evenson
•

abstaining due to concerns expressed over the process involved ith"the FounAation

related audits.
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(.I
III. Credentials Committee Report

Dr. Lucas briefly presented the recommendations of the Credentials Committee

for additional staff appointments. Each of the applicants for app intment was

breifly described. The Joint Conference Committee approved the re ort and

recommendations of the Credentials Committee.

IV. Medical Staff/Hospital Council Report

Dr. Lucas reported on the most recent Medical Staff/Hospital il meeting.

The first item of business for the Medical Staff/Hospital Council elated to the

Quality Assurance Report previously discussed by the Joint Confer nee Committee.

The second item on the Council agenda related to a report on the

the Division of Psychology in the Health Sciences. Dr. Lucas s

the historical development of the independence of psychologists

University and elsewhere. Recently a special Task Force was appoOnted by

President Magrath to develop recommendations related to the prope " placement of

the Psychology Division within the Health Sciences.

task £~rce was that the possibility of developing

the School of Public Health should be explored.

The impact of this move on University Hospitals was briefly discu sed. It-

was noted that Bylaws changes will be necessary in order ~o provi e the
"0

psychologists with staff appointments. The Medical Staff/Hospita Council

referred this issue to the Bylaws Committee and the Credentials C mmittee for

deta1ling of language changes and methodologies for incorporation of psychologists

within University Hospitals Staff.
...

Mr. Diehl commented on the potential future growth of other Allie Health

"

Professions and tpe need to addresss issues analogous to the

in the future.

ology issue
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of the Ad Hoc

in medical philosophy have altered the perception of the value of large

the final major item of business for the Medical Staff/Hospital Co ci1 was a

discussion of the Autopsy Ad Hoc Committee report. Dr. Lucas revi ed the

history of the Autopsy Service and indicated that increasing costs

percentage of autopsies. The charge to the Ad Hoc Committee

related to questions of financing for Autopsy Services. The

Committee will now go to the Clinical Chiefs for further review an

V. Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services Report

Dr. Goltz reported on the recent activities of the Clinical Chiefs. He

indicated that the Chiefs have also begun discussion of the Autops report. At

their most recent meeting'they also discussed a recent Medicare in ermediary

letter related to hospital compe~sation of physicians. The third

business related to a recent discussion between Dean Gault and the State Medical

Association related to teaching of cost containment to medical Dr. Goltz

indicated that cost effectiveness may well become a larger issue i future medical

education curriculum development". Finally, the Clinical Chiefs di cussed toe issue

of dress code related to medical staff, students, and house staff. The Joint

Conference Committee endorsed continued discussion of this subject

VI. Other BUiiness

Mr. Westerman briefly commented on the recent presentation of the

to the Regents' subcommittee. The proposal was accepted by the

now back to the Regents' Facilities Committee later this week •

it KEH proposal

committee and will

...
Mr. Diehl also noted that a package of approximately 10 Medical St ff Bylaws

changes will be brought to the Joint Conference Committee's attent·on next month.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,

Jt","~~
~~ar~ ~
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA ! University Hospitals and Clinics
TWIN CITIES 1420 Delaware Street S.E.

! Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455
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April 7, 1978

TO: Medical Staff - Hospital Council
~oint Conference Committee

e Medical Staff

James H. Bouse, M.D., ebai
Credentials Commi.ttee - ...~ ""~""....~~

FROM:

The Credentials Committee after examining all pertinent formation
provided to them'concerning the applicant's professional ompetence
'and qualifications, hereby recODlDend the following applic nts requests
for clinical privileges and appointment to the University of Minnesota
Hospitals and Clinics Hedicai Staff.

.SUBJECT : Report and RecOmmendations

DERMATOLOGY

Stephen B. Tucker Attending
James Corwin Vance - Attending

PSYCHIATRY

S. Joseph Seymou Clinical
(Visiting Profes or)

INTERNAL MEDICINE

Frank G. Lushine - Clinical

RADIOLOGY

Wilfrido R. Cast eda - Attending
"

NEUROLOGY

Gary Birn~um' - Attending

ORTIIOPEDIC SURGERY

Harry J. Robins·on, Jr. - Attending.

PHYSICAL MEDICINE & nHAB.

Dennis J. Matthews -. Attending

JB/lk

••

HEALTH SCIENCES
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Minutes
Joint Conference Committ~e

March 15, 1:978

Present: Mr. Albert Hanser, Chairman
Ms. Mary Lebedoff
Ms. Sally Pillsbury
Dr. Richard KroRenberg
Dean Lawrence Weaver

Guest: Dr. Ted ompson
Mr. Mike cKee
Ms. Kim W mer
Dr. David Hurd

Ahsent: Ms. Dionisa Coates
Dr. John Delaney
Dr. Richard Ebert
Mr. Orville Evenson
Dr. Eugene Gedgaudas
Dr. Russell Lucas
Dr. John Najarian
Mr. John Westerman
Dr. Paul Winchell

Staff: Mr. Rober Dickler

Club. Theto order by Mr. Albert Hanser, Chairman, in the East Wing of the C

The meeting of the Joint Conference Committee of the Board of Gove ors was called

minutes of the last meeting were reviewed and approved by the Commi tee without

comment.

I. Quality ASsurance Committee Report

Dr. Theodore Thompson presented the Birth Asphyxia Audit on behalf f the Quality

Assurance Committee and the Medical Staff/Hospital Council.

Dr. Thompson noted that the intent of this audit was to determine tle ability to predict

birth asp.hyxia-breathing depression-prior to delivery and to therebt reduce or prevent
I •

mortality and morbidity. It was Dr. Thompson's feeling that 50% or more of breath1ng

depression' could be anticipat~d and thereby be more effectively tre ted upon delivery.

He noted that the Apgar score is used to determine the extent of th problem at

the time of delivery and that through recognition, immediate care, nd long term

management the overall mortality and morbidity in such infants can e significantly

reduced. He noted that the institution of a meconium aspiration pr tocol within the

hospital.had had a dramatic affect upon the morbidity related to th s_ type of problem.
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Dr. Thompson also noted that the audit indicated that the hospit 1 did very well

in relationship to birth asphyxia problems.

The audit identified 27 patients who the Committee felt had expe ienced birth asphyxia

of which only IS had been coded as having such problems. He not d there was still some

problem related to meconium stain fluid and. that a good response had been received from

Family Practice although Pediatrics response had not been suffic'ent and would be

redone over the next several weeks.

The Joint Conference Committee continued to review the audit and Iso discussed the

general problem of neonatal intensive care. Dr. Thompson inform d the Committee that

infants 500 gms. or under simply cannot survive and that it is 0 ten discussed with the

parents how the institution should proceed in relationship to att mpting to maintain

such patients. In response to questions, Dr. Thompson noted that estation period

of 26 weeks or under always leads to death at the present state of medical care.

The Committee also discussed neonatal intensive care and the problem which has arisen

in relationship to Minneapolis Children's Hospital attracting perinatal intensive care

within the Minneapolis area. In addition, Dr. Thompson's impress~ons of the relative ..

quality of care at the ~nstitu~ion and the problems in re1ationShfP to future emergency

medical ~ervices systems and traansport systems for newborn inten ive care patients

was re.viewed.
!

The Committee concluded the discussion related to this audit and it.

Dr. Thompson then reported "to the Committee that in relationship 0 a past audit which

he had discussed with the Joint Conference Committee he was pleas that the

respirator problem had been resolved in the Station 45 area and t t this had led to a

significant decrease in pneumo-thorax and the mortality and morbi ity of patients

~ requiring artifical respiration. The Committee thanked Dr. Thomp on for his report,

both on this audit and his update relating to the past audit.·

C"'-~."·.···-t""""··~·,.......••........,....._ ........, ....._
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II.

e
Disaster Drill Critique

Dr. David Hurd, Chairman of the Disaster

the Disaster Drill Critique for the mock

1977.

Committee presented to th4 Committee

disaster which was held ~ November of

I

• Hurd alsoearly, thereby alerting hospital personnel to the upcoming drill.

was that the press were notified of it and Channel 9 arrived appro

Dr. Hurd reported that one of the problems incurred in relationshi to this disaster

noted that the mock victims were coming in from Mankato and that t~ere was therefore
I

delay in their arrival with a subsequent gap of 1 hour between pre s arrival and

actual disaster drill commencement.

Overall Dr. Hurd reported that the disaster drill went quite well ith a minimum

•
amount of problems. He noted that the. holding area problems er.countered in previous

drills had been resolved and that the support from the Department of Surgery

had significantly improved. In summary, in relationship to the drill, Dr. Hurd

felt that it was one of the best drills which had ever been held at University

Hospitals and represented a significant improvement over the last drill reported

to the Joint Conference Committee.

Dr. Hurd also noted for the Committee's information that the Disas er Committee is

presentl~reviewingall internal and external disaster plans and t t in the near

future the revised plans should be available for testing in either overall drills

~r specific disaster entity drills, such as chlo!ine p01sioning.

Committee thanked Dr. Hurd for his report and felt that the

e Joint Conference

improvement

at disaster performance was reflective of the attention and energi s provided by

Dr. Hurd and all the members of his committee.
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Medical Staff/Hospital Council Report

Dr. Richard Kronenberg presented the Medical Staff/Hospital Council report for

Dr. Winchell. He noted that the Council had reviewed both the Dias er Drill Critique

and the Quality Assurance Committee Report already reviewed bymemb rs of the Joint

Conference Committee.

Dr. Kronenberg noted that the Council had discussed at length with • Shelly Chou

the Emergency Medical Services activities occurring within the metr politan area.
I

Among the EMS activities discussed within the Council were the prel minary discussions

occuring with Hennepin County and Ramsey County regarding the possi Ie development

of an emergency phyisican training program on a joint basis, the co cern which

presently ~xist in relationship to the advance life support communi ation system

being pursued in Hennepin County, and the ongoing categorization pr cess occurring

within the Metropolitan Council and the State Department of Health.
I

The Joint Conference Committee discussed at length some of the emer~ency medical

systems concerns and ~ecognized that while the intent of the Plannirg process was

generally agreed to by all parties, the political nature of it had resented a

number of concerns for the University Hospitals and other instituti ns. Mr. Dickler

noted that the Hennepin County Board of Commissioners would be cons dering a potentially

detrimental communication system plan later in the month and it was the Hospitals

intent to make their concerns known at the public hearing as

to the co~issioners on an individual basis. He inquired.as to

willingness to participate in. this process and it was

be pursued at the Board meeting the following day.

Dr. Kronenberg then reviewed the remainder of the agenda which cove

an earlier time

Board members

ed that it should

a restructuring

of the charge for the ~oduct Evaluation Committee, some potential ylaws changes of

a minor and technical nature, a policy for the restrained, confused, or disoriented

patients, and ~ report by the Autopsy Service Ad-hoc Committee. e Council also
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discussed a nurse defibrillation policy and a Mr. Blue Committee re well

tE) as the reporting requirements related to battered women for the Dep of

Corrections. Finally, Dr. Kronenberg noted that the Council discus ed guidelines

for handling cadavors as organ donors and had in principal approved a policy for

registering such patients within the institution rather than admitt ng them.

The members of the Joint Conference Committee did discuss some of t e above items

at length and thanked Dr. Kronenberg for his report.

IV. Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services Report

Mr. Dickler noted that the Council of Chiefs had not had a formal b meeting

but had been discussing a number of issues both within their commit ee structure

and at their regular weekly meeting. Among the items being pursued were the Hotel/Motel

Facility, the discharge planning process, review of new program rev'ew proposals,

and continuing education requirements for reappointments and reappr isal of the

medical staff. Mr. Dickler also noted that the Council of Chiefs w'll have a

regular business meeting prior to the next Joint Conference Committ e meeting.

There being no further business before the Joint Conference Committ e it adjourned

at approximately 7:45 p.m.
.'



Minutes
Joint Conference Committee

February 14, 1978

Present: Mr. Albert Hanser, Chairman
Ms. Dionisa Coates
Dr. John Delaney
Mr. Orville Evenson
Dr. Eugene Gedgaudas
Dr. Robert Goltz (for Dr. Najarian)
Dr. Richard Kronenberg
Ms. Mary Lebedoff
Dr. Russell Lucas
Ms. Sally Pillsbury
Dean Lawrence Weaver
Mr. John Westerman
Dr. Paul Winchell

Absent:

Guest:

Staff:

Dr. Richard Ebert

Ms. Carol Brauer
Mr. Ed HQwell
Mr. Mike McKee
Dr. Michael Levitt
Mr. Ron Werft
Mr. Don Van Hulzen

Mr. Robert Dickler
Mr. John Diehl
Ms. Johnelle Foley

I. The meeting of the Joint Conference Committee of the Board of Gove nors was called

to order by Mr. Albert Hanser, Chairman, in the East Wing of the C mpus Club. The

minutes of the last meeting were reviewed and approved by the Committee without

comment.

II. Quality Assurance Committee Report - Jejunoileal Bypass Audits
Out-Patients)

I

(Inl-Patients and

Dr. Michael Levitt present the Jejunoi1eal Bypass audit on behalf f the Quality

Assurance Committee and the Medical Staff/Hospital Council. He no ed that there

were actually two audits, the first of which dealt with the in-patient stay and

surgical procedure and the second which is a one year follow-up in relationship to

,
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the followup of those procedures on an out-patient basis.

\
~., ..

Dr. Levitt explained that the only reason for doing this procedure is obesity

and not hormone imbalances or other problems which a patient may have. This

procedure is done within University Hospitals for people who have maintained an

excessive weight for at least five years and in this audit all

individuals were at least 100 pounds overweight with an average weight of 281 pounds.

He also explained that there is some controversy in relationship to this procedure

because of side-effects such as diarrhea resulting from the inability of the

individual to consume the same amount of food and process it with a reduced

digestive traet.

The majority of the 50 patients audited were women and there was no mortality

and relatively little morbidity that was revealed by this audit. The most

common complication of this procedure nationally is liver disease and the audit

reflected relatively low level of this complication within this patient population.

While the audit committee was not able to document the quality of life experience

by these patients it was clear that in some cases the incidence of continuing

diarrhea with 25% of the patients having six or more movements per day - might

have an undesirable effect on the these individuals life-style. Dr. Levitt

noted that in relationship to the possibility of liver disease complications that

all of these patients came back for liver biopsy's at the one year period except

for one patient who could not be located at that time. It was also noted by

members of the Joint Conference Committee that Gastric Bypass surgery is now being

pursued as an alternative to Jejunoileal Bypass surgery and that it is possible that

it will become the favored procedure at a later date. Further discussion indicated

that Jejunioleal Bypass surgery is not a process which removes the bypassed portion

of the digestive tract and therefore the procedure is reversable at a later date ~

if necessary.
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The Joint Conference Committee after further discussion moved to ccept both the

In-Patient and Out-Patient Audits on Jejunioleal Bypass and appro ed those motions

without dissent.

III. Medical Staff/Hospital Council Report

Dr. Winchell began the Medical Staff/Hospital Council Report by n ting that the

institution had received a letter from the PSRO noting that the H spital had

fulfilled the requirementsof the PSRO for the previous year in re ationship to

the quality and frequency of audits. The letter was highly compl mentary and

made several minor suggestions which related to the follow-up of ecommendations

and actions relating to those recommendations and also the obtain ng

of a signature from a member of the governing board after approva of the audit

by the Board of Governors.

The Medical Staff/Hospital Council also spent a considerable

discussing continuing education units for the re-appointment

Medical Staff. Dr. Winchell briefly explained the State Plan

physicians should evidence the accumulation of 150 continuing
.'

over a three year period for re-licensure and that it was the

to accept relicensure as evidence of continuing education

t of time in

ss within the

that all

ation units

itals intent

ent.

Unfortunatel~in relationship to this State Proposal, it has not y~t been implemented

and therefore it will be necessary for the coming year to contin~e to collect

information on continuing education. The Medical Staff/Hospital ouncil and

Credentials Committee had agreed to review the documentation received the previous

year and to accept as adequate for this year's reappointment the evidence of as least

100 hours of continuing education over the last two years. It w s hoped that the

State Plan could be implemented by this time next year and that ctual collection

~ of such documentation internally would no longer be necessary.

I
j
t
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Dr. Winchell also noted some discussions which took place in the Council in

relationship to routine business items, blood drawing, and infection control.

In relationship to infection control the Joint Conference Committee discussed

at length the problem of ethylene oxide sterilization and the ability to assure

that all items undergoing such sterilization have in fact received a positive

sterilization through spore strip readings. The Medical Staff/Hospital Council

had discussed a report from the Infection Control Committee indicating that due to

the development of a 48 hour spore strip it was their opinion that with a fairly

limited expenditure in a range of $150,000 or less, sufficient inventory

could be developed to assure quarantine of all items prior to the utilization

in Operating Room so that spore strips could be read. The Joint Conference

Committee discussed at some length and concluded that this was appropriately

referred to Hospital Administration by the Medical Staff/Hospital Council and

that any financial impac~ would have to be dealt with by the Finance Committee ~

if they are outside of usual parameters in relationship to the coming years budget.

IV. Credentials Committee Report

Dr. Winchell reported on behalf of the Credentials Committee and recommended the

following individuals for appointment or change in status within the Hospital:

Recommendation for Change in Category

Pediatrics From

Obstetrics &Gynecology

Ronald J. Peterson

Neurology

Kathryn H. Green

Pediatrics

Eldon Berglund

Blanton F. Bessinger Attending

Category

Clinical

Attending

Clinical

To

Clinical
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Recommendation for Additional Privileges

Internal Medicine

Larry R. Kaplan Modification of privileges
utilization of the Operati
laparoscopy procedures und
of a member of the Departm
staff.

to permit
g Room for
r the supervision

t of Surgery

The members of the Joint Conference Committe discussed these appoi tments at

some length and noted that in Dr. Berglund's case he was a member f the

Medical Staff of Hennepin County and was therefore covered by thei malpractice

insurance. There was some confusion in relationship to that

covering his activities at University Hospitals and,although

ctice insurance

al confirmation

of coverage had been received, it was agreed by the members of the Joint Conferen~e.

Committee that written confirmation should be pursued prfor to hiS! final appointment

to Clinical status. In relationship to Dr. Kaplan it was noted thft this was not

really a change in privileges but a recognition of his utilization of the Operating

Room and the development of a procedure by which there was coordin tion with

appropriate members of the Department of Surgery for both scheduli g and supervision

purposes. There being no

noted above,were approved

i

further discussion th: recommendation~wtth

by the Joint Conference Committee. I

the notations

V. Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services Report

Dr. Goltz reported on behalf of the Council of Chiefs of Clinical that

they had been discussing a number of items over the past month. current

interest is a piece of legislation which may permit the funding 0 for

cancer therapy in the proximity of the Masonic Hospital. legislation

is currently being supported for the sum of 8 million dollars and hile,it is unclear

whether we will gain final approval of the legislature, it would me n the ability to

proceed with the replacement facilities for the Department of Ther peutic Radiology.
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He also noted that the Council considered the nomination of members for the

House of Delegates of the State Medical Society and,had been discussing through

the Patient Care Committee,the support and rationale for a hotel/motel facility

proximal to the Health Sciences complex. Finally there was some discussion in

relationship to the impending opening of Unit B/C and the financial implications

and actual logistical requirements of that relocation with some concern relating

to the development of appropriate opening ceremonies and other publicity.

VI. Council of Chiefs of Clinical Sciences Report

Dr. Gedgaudas reported on behalf of the Council of Chiefs of Clinical Sciences

and covered primarily two items. First he noted that there has been extensive

activity in relationship to the issue to promotions and the development of uniform

criteria for such promotions. After some controversy within the University in

previous years it is recognized that there is a need to strengthen the process

and to coordinate it with other academic units within the University. This issue

is primarily of importance in relationship to not only the full-time staff but

also faculty in affiliated hospitals in light of the lack of parallel situations

in most of the units of the University. Dean Weaver noted that this is a problem

which all of the Health Sciences units have and that they are all attempting to

co-ordinate their discussions relating to promotion criteria and procedures.

Dr. Gedgaudas also discussed with the Joint Conference Committee at length the
!

Chiefs activities in relationship to malpractice insurance and the development

of an endorsement on private policies for the Regents. There was extensive

discussion of the background of malpractice insurance and the notation that

there had been a recent meeting called of the entire medical staff where the

possibility of developing the Regents endorsement had been discussed and had been

accepted and supported by all those present at the meeting.

·-/
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VII.

Q
Adjournment

There being no further business before the Joint Conference Commit ee the meeting

was adjourned at approximately 7:45 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

81ulJl!J/~..ILJ/!P
Robert M. Dickler



Minutes
Joint Conference Committee

January 18, 1978

Present:

Absent:

Mr. Albert Hanser, Chairman
Dr. John Delaney
Dr. Robert Goltz (for Dr. Najarian)
Dr. Russell Lucas
Ms. Sally Pillsbury
Mr. John WesteI1Dan
Dr. Paul Winchell
Dr. Richard Kronenberg

Ms. Dionisa Coates
Dr. Richard Ebert
Mr. Orville Evenson
Dr. Eugene Gedgaudas
Ms. Mary Lebedoff
Dr. John Najarian
Dean Lawrence Weaver

Guest: Ms. Caro Brauer
Ms. Bev orsey
Ms. Cind Forseman
Mr. Ed H well
Mr.' Mike McKee
Dr. Jeff ey Schwartz
Ms. Kim erner
Mr. Ron erft

Staff: Mr. Robe t Dickler
Mr. John Diehl
Ms. John lIe Foley

The meeting of the Joint Conference Committee of the Board of Govern rs

was called to order by Mr. Albert Hanser, Chairman, in .the East Wing of the Campus

.Club. The minutes of the last meeting were reviewed and approved by the Committee

without comment

I. Quality As~urance Report - Acute Myocardial Infarction Audit

Dr. Jeffrey Schwartz presented the Acute Myocardial Infarction A dit on behalf

of the Quality Assurance Committee and the Medical Staff/Hospita Council.

The Acute Myocardial Infarction Audit covered SO such case~ duri g the time

period under study. It was noted that because of coding problem all myocardial

infarctions had to be reviewed until a sufficient number had bee obtained from

the record file. Of these 50 charts which were studied by the ality Assurance

Committee, 38 were found to eventually meet all of the criteria 0 the acute

myocardial infarction audit. It was noted that the majority of ndividuals

studied through this audit were male and that 21 physicians prov ded care to

these 38 patients.
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Dr. Schwartz reviewed the major findings of the audit with the Quality Assurance

Committee. Included among these findings were that several individuals were

treated outside of the coronary care unit although their diagnosis was acute

myocardial infarction. The Committee reviewed the response. letters from the

physicians who had cared for these patients and agreed that the issue was one

of great complexity and needed to be pursued in the future discussions with

the Medical Staff. Dr. Winchell noted that the appropriate form for such

discussion was the Council of Chiefs for Clinical Services in relationship

to a policy on whether all patients with myocardial infarctions should be

cared for within the Coronary Care Unit. It was further noted that the areawide

criteria required only that such patients be cared for within the CCU or ICU

and that all such patients did receive intensive care within University Hospitals.

Other findings included the problem of accurate coding of acute myocardial

infarctions, the potential inappropriate prescription of ~ certain drug to a

patient with a acute myocardial infarction, and the lack of co-ordination

between discharge diagnosis and autopsy reports. In all of these cases

actions are being taken to correct these problems including a new system of

coding, contacting the resident and attending physicians

in relationship to the prescription noted above, and trying to expedite the

coordination between discharge and autopsy diagnosis reports. Further deficiences

in documentation were noted in relationship to the documentation of post-arterio

gram monitoring, swan ganz catheter utilization, and noting that all patients were

ambulatory 48 hours prior to discharge. The Nursing Services has undertaken

an extensive process of upgrading their educational and documentation programs

to try and eliminate some of the deficiencies in relationship to these findings.
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It was noted that the total mortality in relationship to the cas s studied

was 55% which did not seem unreasonable to the Quality Assurance Committee

in light of the fact that these were patients with acute myocard"al infarctions

and most had been referred to the institution because of the ext erne nature

of their cases.

After some further discussion the acute myocardial infarction au it was

approved by the Joint Conference Committee.

II. Credentials Committee Report

Dr. Winchell presented the Credentials Committee Report on behal of the

Credentials Committee and the ~1edical Staff/Hospital Council. H reviewed the

qualifications of the individuals recommended for appointment to the staff which

included the following:

Family Practice &Community Health

McKim O. Peterson

Internal Medicine

Jack A. Veness

Steph~ L. Zuckerman

Psychiatry

William D. Erickson

Myron R. Stocking

Urology

Arthur D. Smith

Cate r

Atten ing

Clini al

Clini al

I

Attenring

Cliniral

I

Clini~'l

•



Surgery

John B. McMullen

Richard B. Moore

4

Category

Attending

Attending

In relationship to Dr. McMullen and Dr. Moore it was noted by Dr. Winchell

that these are individuals with training in Internal Medicine but faculty

appointments in the Department of Surgery. They are primarily working

in a hyperlipidemia research project headed by Dr. Buchwald and their

patient care activities relate only to patients within that research

project. They have requested very limited privileges which deal with

taking histories and physicals, reading electrocardiograms, and providing

consulting services when such services are within the institution.

It was noted that the concern in relationship to these individuals is that

they are currently covered not by an independent malpractice policy but by

the INA policy. While this presents no problem at the present time it was

noted that with the current discussions being pursued by the Council of

Chiefs of Clinical Services it is possible that the INA policy will not

cover physicians within the relatively near future. If this occurs these

individuals would automatically be terminated in relationship to their

practice privileges due to the requirement that all physicians have some

type of malpractice coverage. While the Committee agreed that it was a

potential future concern it felt that the best action at the pres~nt time

was to note this possibility within the appointment letters to these individuals.

After some further discussion by the Committee in relationship to the individuals

noted above it was moved and approved by the Joint Conference Committee that they

be recommended to the Board of Governors for appointment to the Medical Staff.
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III. Safety Committee Report

Mr. McKee, on behalf of the Safety Committee, presented the repor of 1977

Activities. It was noted by Mr. Mckee that the review of this re ort by the

Medical Staff/Hospital Council and the Board of Governors was a r quirement

of the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.

The report reviewed by the Joint Conference Committee included a ummary of

information-education activities, inspection activities, specific problem

attention, and policy and procedure revision. Mr. McKee e1aborat d on each

of these areas and some discussion took place within the Committe in relation

ship to specific questions and concerns.

Dr. Winchell noted that the report had been reviewed and approved by the

Medical Staff/Hospital Council. After some further discussion it was moved

and approved that the report be accepted by the Joint Conference ommittee.

IV. Nursing Audit - Transplant

Ms. Beverly Dorsey and Ms. Cindy Forsman, on behalf of the Department of

Nursing Services, presented a Nursing Kidney Transplant Audit.

The audit was completed October 17, 1977 and covered nursing practice within the

transplant station area, the out-patient clinic, and the kidney tr sp1ant clinic.

The audit revealed some problem in relationship to both documentat'on of education

and the educational process.

In order to illustrate the problems encountered in relationship to transplant

patients and the actions taken by the Department of Nursing Servic s Ms. Forseman

presented an audio-visual demonstration of the items which must be covered with

each patient during the course of their hospitalization and post-d scharge period.

She also reviewed with the Committee the manual developed by the K dney Transplant

•
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Program in relationship to the patient education and types of materials given to

each patient prior to discharge. She noted that the greatest concern is in

relationship to drug therapy since such patients are required to take an extensive

number of drugs for prolonged periods. of time. Finally she illustrated the flow

chart developed by Nursing Services to record and document such activity.

The Joint Conference Committee discussed the findings of this audit at some length

and complimented both Ms. Forsman and Ms. Dorsey on the high quality of the,
material presented and utilized for patient education.

It was noted that there was some confusion within the Joint Commisson on Accreditation

of Hospitals as to whether such audits count towards the overall hospital total

and need to be approved by the Board of Governors. It was the Joint Conference

Committees opinion that the audit was of the same quality as overall hospital

audits and should be reviewed in the same manner and approved if found to be

satisfactory. In light of this discussion it was moved and approved that the

audit be accepted by the Joint Conference Committee and the Board of Governors.

V. Medical Staff/Hospital Council Report

Dr. Winchell noted that all the materials reviewed by the Joint Conference

Committee up to this time had been part of the Medical S~aff/Hospital Council

agenda. In addition the Council had reviewed a Patient Sensitivity Report from

a task force chaired by Ms. Foley and forwarded this report for attention and

action to the Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services. The Council also reviewed

the recent FTC's Cease and Desist Order in relationship to the Minnesota Relative

Value Scale and received a planning update from Mr. Westerman.

VI. Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services Report

Dr. Goltz reported that the Chiefs had not had a formal meeting since the last

report to the Joint Conference Committee. He noted however that the Committees
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of urgency

7

of the Chiefs continues to meet on a frequent basis and that any

are taken up at the noon Tuesday meetings.

I

i
Other I

~esterman reported to the Joint Conference Committee that thejactiVities

occuring within the community in relationship to the potentital r.duction of

beds and reconfiguration of the hospital system have reached a po~nt of guideline

adoption by the Viable Hospital Task Force of the Metropolitan He~lth Board.

VII.

.. '
."

In essence these guidelines are recommending a reduction of appro1imatelY

1700 licensed and 1000 actual beds within the metropolitan area 0ier the next
I

several years. Mr. Westerman also noted that the Committee is debating the

liQ

concept of a limited number of full service hospitals and has yet to reach
I

any decision on the number of such institutions and the exact cri~eria which

would define a full service institution. Finally Mr. Westerman ndted that the

Hospital and Medical Staff are making presentations to tho central Officers

Group in relationship to background information on the hospital a~d our current
i
I

long range planning effort.

There being no further business before the Committee, it was

,

I

move~ and approved

that the meeting be adjourned at approximately 8:00 p.m.
\

Respectfully submitted,

~~;le~~/t

i
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I
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